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Ugly can be beautiful but pretty never can be.
Moving on ten years, the first Burnley National
Blues Festival took place, running through from
Thursday 23rd to Easter Monday 27th March.
Opening night featured Little Willie Littlefield,
backed by the Big Town Playboys, shouting the
blues and hammering the keys in true fine style.
Mike Sanchez executed a scorching solo set in
the bar on the following afternoon and in the
evening, after some country blues sung with
feeling by Jo Ann Kelly, the Big Town Playboys
provided the backing for Champion Jack Dupree.
At the ripe old age of 78 Champion Jack was
simply amazing with his barrelhouse piano
playing and surprisingly clear voice. The only
disappointment of the entire event was the
closing act, Fenton Robinson, who was making
his UK debut. He sounded to be playing his
Gibson off-key on the first few numbers and apart
from ‘Somebody Loan Me A Dime’ he stuck to
mainly well-worn standards such as ‘Stormy
Monday’ and ‘My Girl’. Mike Sanchez also
appears at this years 14th Burnley Festival which
commences on Good Friday 29th March, as do
Pinetop Perkins, Byther Smith, Larry McCray and
others.

MARCH MADNESS FROM
THE SCRAPBOOK OF
SHAKY LEE
On Wednesday 27th March 1974, Bill Haley and
the Comets returned to Nelson, Lancashire
having previously performed at the town’s
Imperial Ballroom on a double bill with Gene
Vincent a decade earlier. By this time the “Imp”
had been modernised (or decimated in my
opinion) and re-named the Imperial Beer Palace.
Another two years down the line, with dwindling
attendances, the place was to catch fire and burn
to the ground under mysterious circumstances.
Anyway, Haley and his Comets, starring sax
supreme Rudy Pompilli, could still cut the mustard
and put on an excellent showcase of their old hits
such as ‘Razzle Dazzle’, ‘Burn That Candle’, ‘See
You Later Alligator’ and ‘Rock Around The Clock’.
Sadly good old rocking Rudy passed away two
years later.

So to this month in 1993, when Dave Webb pulled
off his most remarkable coup in collaboration with
Mac, the proprietor of the King’s Hotel in Newport.
The mouth-watering prospect of three nights of
Jerry Lee Lewis in such a small establishment
seemed almost too good to be true and so it was
with some apprehension that the faithful made
their pilgrimage to South Wales.

Haley also appeared at Preston’s Guild Hall on
Sunday 18th March 1979 with a set of Comets
comprising two Americans and three British
musicians. After a bright start from support acts
Wild Angels and Flying Saucers, Haley’s
performance turned into a fiasco after just four
numbers when the show was stopped due to a bit
of mindless violence involving a tiny minority of
those present in the only half full venue.

Jerry Lee playing on Saturday night
However, not only did Lewis turn up but he
positively flourished on the low stage in front of a
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400 capacity crowd. Playing for around an hour
each night the repertoire was varied but mostly
rocking, with stand out versions of ‘Lewis Boogie’
and ‘End Of The Road’ being particularly
memorable.

Houserockers at Ain’t Nothing’ But on
Wednesday 20th and at the White Hart (near
Whitechapel station) on Wednesday 27th.

Middle Age Crazy Wilkinson
☺

☺

☺

☺

The Thunderbird
Rock'n'Roll Club
The Embankment, Wellingborough, Northants.
01536 762991
The finest Rock'n'Roll club in the land, operated
by the friendliest folks in the business

Presents
Direct from the U.S.A.

Robert Gordon
On Thursday 28th March
Robert Gordon is also appearing at the legendary

Ace Café
Ace Corner, North Circular Road, Stonebridge,
London, NW10 7UD
(Ace Corner is the junction of Beresford Avenue
and the old North Circular Road).
020 8961 1000

There was no doubt about it, the intimate setting
helped to create a great atmosphere which
encouraged the Killer to prove that his
exceptional
musical
talent
remained
undiminished.

On Saturday 30th March

Boppin’ Birthdays for March include;
3rd Feelin’ Good – Little Junior Parker (1927)
Died 18/11/71
5th Love My Baby – Hayden Thompson (1938)
6th Love Is Strange – Sylvia Robinson (1936)
9th Personality – Lloyd Price (1933)
9th Drive In Movie – Mickey Gillie (1936)
10th South To Louisiana – Johnnie Allen (1938)
13th I Go Ape – Neil Sedaka (1939)
14th Sea Of Love – Phil Phillips (1931)
19th Ain’t Got No Home – Clarence ‘Frogman’
Henry (1937)
20th Crazy Legs – Jerry Reed (1937)
20th Let Me Play With Your Poodle – Marcia Ball
(1949)
23rd Drinkin’ Wine Spo-Dee-O-Dee – Sticks
McGhee (1918) Died 15/8/61
25th The Train Kept A Rollin’ – Johnny Burnette
(1934) Died 1/8/64
27th Drugstore Rock’n’Roll – Janis Martin (1940)
28th Tiger Man (King Of The Jungle) – Rufus
Thomas (1917) Died 15/12/01
29th Seven Nights To Rock – Moon Mullican
(1909) Died 1/1/67

☺

☺

☺

☺

The next gang meet up will be on
Friday 29th March. Once again we
will be trying out a new venue,
the Shakespear. This pub is
situated 100 metres from Holborn
Tube Station along Kinsgway. Be
there from 18:30 hours onwards.
Depart for a meal at approx.
20:15. Hope to see as many of you as
possible.

☺

☺

☺

☺

Winning ticket for February is No. 88
The winner is Brian Boxall of Camberwell,
London who wins all those back issues of
Time magazine. Congratulations Brian and
keep an eye on your letterbox.

Live March Music;
James Hunter Band at Mezzo’s W1 on Friday
15th and Saturday 16th and also at the 100 Club
on Good Friday 29th

☺
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☺

☺

☺

AALIYAH SAYS “HOLD
THE THIRD PAGE!”

Throughout the fifties and sixties, marriages came
and went but she still recorded prolifically albums in collaboration with George Shearing,
Quincy Jones, Benny Carter and Billy May, as
well as a Top 40 U.S. hit in 1969 with the Leiber
and Stoller penned ‘Is That All There Is?’

'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass and says
farewell to Peggy Lee who died on 22nd January
2002, aged 81. She was born Norma Deloris
Egstrom in Jamestown, North Dakota on 26th May
1920, of Norwegian and Swedish ancestry, and
the seventh of eight children.

The 1970s saw a drastic cut back in her recorded
output – just three albums throughout the entire
decade – one of which, "Let’s Love" in 1974, had
the title track written by Paul McCartney.

Throughout much
of her childhood
and teenage years
she sang in various
church choirs and
high school bands.
Upon graduation in
1938, she left to try
her
luck
in
Hollywood, only to
find herself working
as a waitress for
much of the time
with
only
the
briefest of singing engagements at the Jade
Room on Hollywood Boulevard. Soon she headed
home to eventually find herself radio work on
station WDAY in Fargo, North Dakota.

The decades that followed saw the onset of ill
health but, vocally at least, she was back on form
with the 1988 album "Peggy Sings the Blues". In
1994, she sold out London’s Royal Festival Hall
on London’s South Bank but her serious health
problems were all too apparent as she was forced
to perform in a wheelchair.









Sadly, we have to raise a glass and say farewell
to country music legend and leader of the genre
Outlaw movement, Waylon Jennings, who
passed away in his sleep on 13th February 2002,
aged 64.
Born in Littlefield, Texas, on 15th June 1937, like
many of his age who grew up to have long
careers in country, Rock'n'Roll and the blues, he
was heavily influenced by the likes of Hank
Williams, Webb Pierce and T-Bone Walker.

On the move again, this time to Minneapolis,
working the clubs, and eventually landing a plum
job with the Will Osborne Band, only to have the
outfit break up three months later. Hitching a ride
to California, she found work as a singer in the
Buttery Room and this is where her luck changed
beyond recognition. Benny Goodman wandered
in off the street halfway through her act and he
snapped her up immediately.

By all accounts, he was already a DJ on a local
radio station at just 14 years old. The same
period would see him forming his own band and
going out live on Sunday afternoons on Radio
KDAV. It was here in 1955 that he met Buddy
Holly who produced Waylon’s first record ‘Jole
Blon’ in 1958. Later, he would be playing bass in
Holly’s band at the time of the ill-fated Winter
Dance Party tour, giving up his seat on the light
aircraft to the Big Bopper after a gig at Clear
Lake, Iowa on 3rd February 1959.

In March 1943, she married Dave Barbour, a
guitarist in Goodman’s band. The following year,
she left Goodman after the birth of her daughter.
She signed with Capitol Records and, in
collaboration with her guitarist husband, penned
many of her early hits which included ‘Golden
Earrings’, ‘Mañana’ and ‘What More Can a
Woman Do?’

For the benefit of the 'Tales From The Woods'
readership outside of Rock'n'Roll, it was the night
the plane crashed in a snowstorm soon after take
off, killing Buddy Holly, the Big Bopper and
Ritchie Valens along with the pilot.

The turn of the fifties saw her in cameo
appearances in various movies, before landing a
leading role opposite Danny Thomas in a remake
of "The Jazz Singer" in 1953. Far better, in the
humble opinion of the 'Tales From The Woods'
editorial board, was her portrayal of a despondent
alcoholic blues singer in "Pete Kelly’s Blues" in
1955.

Moving to Phoenix, Arizona during the early
1960s, he formed a band and his recording
career took off. He signed to RCA Records in
1965 and moved to Nashville, hitting the country
charts with ‘That's The Chance I'll Have To Take’
and ‘Stop The World (And Let Me Off)’.

1958 would see her recording what many of us
would consider her finest performance (as
Funkster quite rightly pointed out last month in
issue 14), her version of Little Willie John’s
‘Fever’.
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Lord Pretender, considered to be the last
exponent of extempo singing has died at his
home in Tobago at the age of 84 on 22nd January
2002.
Born Aldric Farreil on 8th September 1917, he
made his first stage appearance at the age of 12
in 1929, singing a calypso he composed himself,
about the ghost of a young girl named Jane. From
then, he never looked back, immediately
commencing a five week tour for which he was
paid the princely sum of 60 cents and two bags of
oranges.

He became increasingly disillusioned with the
Nashville establishment, despite scoring highly in
the charts with ‘Only Daddy That’ll Walk The Line’
and ‘Walk On Out Of My Mind’, and recording
several songs for the soundtrack album of “Ned
Kelly”, a 1969 film that starred Mick Jagger. His
determination to produce and control his own
records and use his own musicians paid off big
time during the 1970s with several top selling
albums along with massive country hit singles –
‘Are You Sure Hank Done It That Way’,
‘Luckenbach, Texas’, ‘Amanda’, and ‘Mamma's
Don't let Your Babies Grow Up To Be Cowboys’.
He also sang as a duo with Willie Nelson and won
the prestigious Country Music Association’s Male
Vocalist of the Year award in 1975.

During the war years he recorded ‘Ode To The
Negro Race’ which proved to be hugely popular
with the Caribbean troops. 1957 would see him
win the Calypso Monarch competition with yet
another of his highly personal compositions, ‘Que
Sera Sera’. Another, ‘Never, Ever Worry’ is
considered to be one of the all time classics of
calypso. Many years later it was included in the
American road movie “Cadillac Ranch” (1996).
He appeared at the 1991 Cambridge Folk Festival
and continued to perform through to the midnineties until cancer of the larynx robbed him of
his ability.

Around the mid-eighties, the Highwaymen were
formed and, along with Waylon, Johnny Cash,
Willie Nelson, and Kris Kristofferson had a few
highly successful albums and a number of tours,
a couple of which included Europe.















A call from Brian Epstein in 1962 would soon lead
to the four mop-tops inside his shop and the
Beatle suit was born. He even made a cameo
appearance in the film “Hard Day’s Night”, playing
the part of the grumpy tailor, designing the velvet
collared Chesterfield jackets worn at the Shea
Stadium gig in 1965. The late sixties saw Dougie
fitting out The Small Faces, The Four Tops, Tom
Jones and, amazingly, the Crown Prince of
Ethiopia. In the seventies he designed the
costumes worn on stage by Paul McCartney and
Wings.
Once in semi retirement he was to be found in
association with his son Gordon working on new
suits based on original designs as well as a vast
number of humorous poems that, at the time of
his death, were looking for a publisher

'Tales From The Woods' contributor of ‘Winkles In
The Mud’ fame, Tony Wilkinson, sent me a fax
back on the 6th of January with the news of the
death of Bill ‘Little Bo’ Savitch, drummer for a
number of years with Johnny and The Hurricanes.
Little Bo was a member of the instrumental group
The Royaltones before joining Johnny and The
Hurricanes. The group enjoyed a number of hit
records on both sides of the Atlantic from the very
late fifties through to the early sixties, with ‘Red
River Rock’, ‘Reveille Rock’, ‘Rocking Goose’ and
‘Beatnik Fly’ being the most well known. Little Bo
passed away on 4th January 2002 at his home in
Simi Valley, California after a long battle with
cancer.





Raise a glass, albeit belatedly, to Dougie
Millings who died on 20th September 2001, aged
88. Described by his good friend, British
Rock'n'Roll legend Marty Wilde as “the fastest
shears in the West”, Dougie operated a tailors
shop from tiny premises on Old Compton Street,
Soho next door to the famous “2 Is”. In the late
fifties he cut the cloth for the acts that performed
next door – Cliff Richard, Adam Faith, Duffy
Power and, of course, Marty Wilde.

Country music has lost a true original that it
cannot afford.
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On the evening of Thursday 21st February 2002 I
received a call at home from Martyn Harvey to
relay the extremely sad news that Jenny O’Neil
had passed away in hospital. Jenny was a lovely
lady indeed and we are all going to miss her
terribly. Our condolences go out to her husband
Ian and our thoughts are with him. We will never
forget her.

he used the same toon fer 'Memory #1', 'One Of
Them Things We All Go Thru' and maybe a few
more.
'Course it's not only toons we use over'n'over
agin, names as well. To be a Country Superstar
y'all really had to be called Hank, so we done got
Hank Williams, Hank Williams Jr, Hank Locklin,
Hank Snow, Hank Thompson – a whole heapa
Hanks! Yall also have to sound as tho' y'all were
born South of that ole Mason-Dixon line, so if'n
y'all were born a damn Yankee, or a bogus
Britisher from way up there in Canada like po' ole
Hank Snow, y'all best learn to speak with a good
ole boy Southern drawl perty damn quick.

Keith Woods
☺

☺

☺

☺

Back in January we asked for contributions –
here’s one with a slight country flavour.

Good Country
Licks

Now to be a REAL down-home Country singer
y'all always had to be a dyed-in-the-wool redneck
and a born-agin Christian. We don't wanna hear
no wishy-washy liberal or Commie sentiment, we
wanna hear good ole boys like The Hag singin'
'bout wavin' Old Glory down at the courthouse
(tho' the Rebel Flag of Dixie woulda bin even
better, Merle!) We wanna hear him tellin' them
yella-bellied draft-dodgers and Commie lovers 'if
you don't love it, leave it' steada 'takin' our 'milk
and honey' and 'preachin' 'bout some other way of
livin''. Just how long 'can the rest of us count on
being free' if them long-haired peaceniks get their
way? Ole Conway Twitty had it sussed out right:
to fight for America is the greatest thing y'all can
do (apart from fight for General Robert E. Lee and
the Confederacy of course.

Howd' Y'all!
Hope all you country cousins out there are eatin'
up your grits, turnip greens and possum belly
stew. Ain't nothin' like good home-cooked vittels
to keep y'all perky as a hound dawg chasin' a
'coon up a tree. And a daily slug or two of that ole
mountain dew'll keep y'all fit as a country fiddle!
Never did my ole uncle any harm, he lives up in
them thar hills and is well into his 90s!

Save yo' confederate money 'cos the South's
gonna rise again!) Don't let them Commie
peaceniks tell y'all war is horrible, why Conway
told us 'each soldier boy died fightin' with a smile
on his face'. Why? Because Jesus filled their
'hearts with joy', and now they're living 'with their
Savior in a Star Spangled Heaven thruout
Eternity!' Ole Hank Snow may have been a
foreigner from Canada, but even he wanted to
'show my Uncle Sam what I can do, sir' when he
sung: 'Don't judge my courage by my twisted leg,
let me help to take the Axis down a peg'. You're
goin' straight to Heaven if'n y'all die killin'
foreigners (that don't apply to Muslims and other
non-Christians of course - y'all gotta get Jesus'
blessin' afore y'all blast foreigners to Hell!)

Now this here column's gonna be about our kinda
music. I'm talkin' 'bout down-home foot-tappin'
Bluegrass like The Clampetts (The Beverly
Hillbillies) and those Good Ole Boys (The Dukes
of Hazzard) used to have a hoe-down to. Lordy
Lord, what did happen to Granny Clampett and
that mean ole Boss Hawg? Guess they done
moved to that great Dixieland in the sky. Then
there's the Cajun beat from ole Loozianie, and
Texan Western Swing like Bob Wills used to play.
If'n y'all want to take things a might mo' easy, then
there's a whole heapin' helpin' of good homegrown music 'bout down-to-earth folks like us.
How we live, cheat, booze, go honky-tonkin', get
Saved by Jesus then die - ain't nothin' left out.
Why ole Montana Slim even sung about about his
blue-eyed sailor lover in 'I'm Thinkin' Tonite Of My
Blue Eyes' to that good ole traditional country
toon 'Wild Side Of Life/It Wasn't God Who Made
Honky Tonk Angels/Great Speckled Bird'. (Just
hope he went down that Ole Sawdust Trail and
got hisself saved or it's fire'n'brimstone for ole
Montana!) Oh yeah, if'n you've got a good country
toon it's too good to waste on just one song, so
we use it over and over agin! If the toon's already
familiar, you'll sell a lot more reckerds - they may
call us 'mountain goats' (hillbillies) but goddarn it
we ain't stoopid. Why ole Jerry Lee had a #1 hit
with 'There Must Be More To Love Than This', so

Well, now they gotta whole new breed of socalled Country singers, but I suspect it is all a
Commie plot to water down our music and make
us the same as all these damn Yankees and
other foreigners. At least those young upstarts
Alan Jackson and George Strait told it like it is in
'Murder On Music Row' - why these new
Nashville city-slickers would've even prevented
Hank Williams, The Hag and The Possum (good
ole George Jones) getting on their reckerd labels.
Now we got these women's libbers like Shania
Twain claiming to be country. As George Jones
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Earnest Lane
Kevin D Cooper
Paul H Smith
Robert Holloway
Mac Johnson

told Tammy, 'I don't like that kinda talk'. Now he
knew how to treat women! OK, so Miss Kitty was
allowed to sass the menfolk in her hit 'It Wasn't
God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels', but Hell, at
least she LOOKS like a woman, all feminine and
motherly. We don't want Shania struttin' round in
jeans singin' how she can change her mind as
much as she likes, burn her man's dinner and
expect him to say: 'I like it like that'. Sassy gal,
she needs a good spankin'!

(Original Member)

Ben Castle Quartet
Ben Castle Sax
Jeremy Brown Bass Guitar
Mark Edwards Piano
Tom Gordon Drums

Now some folks think there's more to Country
music than boozin', cheatin', repentin', getting
saved and buryin' doggies, kids and silver-haired
mothers (when not fightin' Commies and inferior
foreigners). Even Yankees and other foreigners
done find a Hank Snow/Williams weepie moves
'em to tears. Hell, that's 'cos, as Jerry Lee says,
we have a 'God-given talent' 'cos we're a Godfearin' people! Now Jerry Lee's cousin, Jimmy
Swaggart, may have been caught with a honky
tonk girl or two, but he's a good ole boy who
made his big bucks singin' and talkin' 'bout Jesus,
and he repented and was Saved! Praise The
Lord!

If, one day, I finally get round to listing the
greatest gigs of the past, say, dozen years for
'Tales From The Woods' then this one would rate
highly indeed. In fact, I would go so far as to say
that, if I chose to list the top gigs of all time (since
it all started for me 42 years ago) then this one
would definitely feature. It had everything. – Ike’s
wonderful band, all seasoned musicians including
Mac Johnson on trumpet who was with Ike when
he cut ‘Rocket 88’ for Sun Records way back in
1951.
A very foxy lady, Audrey Mason, in her late
twenties I guess, with her skin tight, near
transparent outfits certainly let the testosterone
loose on the editor’s table. Not only could she
shake her butt but she had a voice (and I mean a
VOICE!) I never saw Ike and Tina back in the
sixties but those on our table who had said Miss
Audrey could eat Tina for breakfast.

Only one thing worries me, folks. When I get up to
that Hillbilly Heaven old Tex Ritter sung about and
is now enjoyin', I don't wanna see no angels
floatin' on clouds pluckin' harps. No sirree! I
wanna see them thar angels dressed in check
shirts and dungarees pickin' steel geetars 'n'
playing fiddles! Those harp-playin' angels are just
Commie/Muslim inventions, like that ole 'Jesus
was a foreign Jew' hogwash. Why everyone
knows Jesus was a good ole Southern boy who
drank moonshine, chewed the bacca and talked
with a good ole down-home drawl.

The band hit the bandstand on the button at 10:45
p.m. before 70-year-old Ike made his entrance,
looking at least twenty years younger in a grey
silk outfit. Ike simply exploded before our eyes,
sitting at the keyboards for an awesome boogiewoogie workout. A plug for his new album “Here
& Now” ushered in a track from it, a rootsy, funkblues ‘I Need A New To Take The Place Of The
Old’. ‘Caledonia’, which followed, rocked like hell.
Ike, by now, had strapped on his guitar. Wow!
Bending those strings, this was something else.

So keep on listenin' to that down-home music,
and if'n the Good Lord's willin' 'n' the creeks don't
rise, I'll write fer y'all agin afore long!

Billy Bob the Redneck
☺

☺

☺

Keyboards
Bass Guitar
Keyboards
Tenor Sax
Trumpet

☺

Just when I began to think it could not possibly
get better, it did, as Ike sat back at the keyboard
for a three keyboard workout on the second track
of the evening from his new album called ‘Baby’s
Got It’. With the old blues warhorse ‘Five Long
Years’ he got really low and dirty. It made you
instantly forget how many times you’d heard it
over the years, adding personal lyrics to instil
freshness. “Working eighteen years for one
woman and she had the nerve to kick me out”
(now who could he possibly be referring to?)

IKE TURNER
&
The Kings of Rhythm
Ronnie Scott’s Club
47 Frith Street, Soho
Tuesday, 12th February 2002

Billing himself these days as “The Father of
Rock'n'Roll” – well, he’s got as much right as
anyone – he visited his Sun days with ‘Rocket 88’
which totally blew to pieces the version he did at
the Shepherd’s Bush Empire a few years back as
a guest on a Joe Louis Walker gig. Next up,

The Kings of Rhythm
Audrey Mason Vocals
George A Taylor Sax/Flute/Clarinet
Bill Ray Drums
Seth Blemberg 2nd Lead Guitar/Rhythm
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described as “shit kicking” music, a country-ish
workout on ‘Mamma Don’t Allow’ before being
introduced to the many talents of Miss Audrey for
three numbers – ‘I’m The Only One’, a gut
wrenching version of Otis Redding’s ‘I’ve Been
Loving You Too Long’ and Sly And The Family
Stone’s ‘Take Me Higher’. The first set ended with
us stunned into disbelief. What we had just
witnessed – it don’t happen no more… oh yes it
does.
The Kings of Rhythm were back on the
bandstand at 12:45 a.m. kicking off with ‘Jazz At
The Philharmonics’. Soon the man himself strode
back on, changed into red jacket and black
slacks. He picked up his guitar, getting down to
business straight away with ‘Sweet Black Angel’.
“This is blues!” I found myself yelling out, almost
out of control. Raw and gutteral, down in the alley,
those strings being bent back so far I am sure
they hit the wall.

A big thank you to our esteemed Editor, Keith Woods,
for organizing the superb night out to see Ike Turner at
Ronnie Scott's club (Keith's review above). Excellent
value for money, nice upmarket venue, and the gig was
one of the best I've seen by anybody in years.
Incidentally, support jazz band, the Ben Castle
Quartet, features the late Roy Castle's son on sax.

Ike played the familiar intro to old Chucker’s
‘Johnny B Goode’ before sitting at the keyboard,
taking parts on both guitar and piano – a three
keyboard workout. Sorry that you missed this
Ken, you had to leave after the first set. You
would have been dancing up the walls. ‘Honky
Tonk’ followed before a beautiful keyboard
working of ‘After Hours’ and then guitar strapped
back on for ‘Call My Name’. Clarksdale,
Mississippi is Ike’s birthplace and playing the
blues like this there could be no doubt of that.

Tony Papard.

☺

☺

☺

☺

Ben Castle Quartet
I can’t leave this wonderful evening without giving
credit to Ike’s support act who, it must be said,
must have had an extremely difficult job, having to
counterbalance Ike’s high energy act with their
often melodic, laid-back style, main-stream jazz
without selling themselves short.

Miss Audrey back on stage and now all hell let
loose. ‘River Deep, Mountain High’, ‘Nutbush City
Limits’ and by now we were all up on our feet
dancing. I don’t know if Ronnie Scott’s somewhat
sedate club has witnessed scenes like this
before. I caught sight of Rolling Stone Ronnie
Wood behind us clapping his hands, boppin’
around and clearly enjoying every second.

Ben Castle on sax, the 28-year-old son of the late
entertainer and jazz musician/lover Roy Castle,
his dry wit would no doubt have pleased the
club’s late owner, Ronnie Scott. I guess jazz
legend sonny Rollins considerably influenced Ben
as, indeed, Sonny’s huge back catalogue was
visited during the course of the two sets.

‘Proud Mary’ started slowly before building to a
crescendo. By now, long time 'Tales From The
Woods' contributor Tony Papard had to be
physically restrained from stripping off his clothes
and dancing naked on the table.

Accompanied by piano, drums and stand up
bass, Sinatra’s ‘Young At Heart’ was taken at a
very low-key, leisurely pace. I particularly enjoyed
‘Walter Cushman’s Horse’ written by Ben himself.
However, I was personally inspired during the
second set when Ben played an instrument that I
did not even know existed - the bass clarinet?
Musicians out there in 'Tales From The Woods'
land, let me know. I will be interested.

What a night, what a gig!

Keith Woods

Louis Armstrong’s ‘Wonderful World’ played on
the aforementioned instrument was stunningly
pretty I thought. Another number Ben himself
wrote, ‘The Heckler’ and he really blew his lungs
out on this one – excellent. Reading Ronnie
Scott’s house magazine I learned that he started
playing clarinet aged just 7 and achieved a grade
8 distinction at 17 by which time the saxophone
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had become his chosen instrument. Obviously of
very eclectic tastes he has worked with acts as
divers as Stan Tracy and Humphrey Lyttleton
through to Sting, Supergrass and Blur.

I well remember the day when, as showbiz reporter
for the Daily Scrotum, I was personally responsible
for stopping him in his wayward ways the first time
around (er… actually I don’t… is it tea time yet?)

Ben came to the notice of Ronnie Scott’s club
director, Pete King, only last November and he
immediately booked him for the week of 11th to
16th February as support for Ike Turner.

That’s better. I do like a couple of cream buns of an
afternoon. 1961 I think it was. Or maybe 1916. No, it
must have been 1961, Cherry Wainer was, by then,
growing her hair and Adam Faith wasn’t.

Keith Woods
☺

☺

☺

Summoned to a press conference for this new pop
phenomenon, I found a lanky, tousled haired boy,
accompanied by an alluring woman of indeterminate
age – she looks a tasty handful or two, I thought
(oh, sorry, no I didn’t) – who was introduced to me
as Chuck’s manager.

☺

Letters to the Editor
Jan 29 2002
Dear Mr Woods,

And so she proved to be. But after a
generous supply of gin and limes all
round she also proved to be Chuck’s
42 year old mistress with a penchant
for grabbing the fundaments of any
passing hack.

I am writing you to express my appreciation
for the nice article published in your
magazine 'Tales From The Woods' titled
“Cajun Greats the Hackberry Ramblers Spice
Up Hall Of Fame” by Michael Gray.

Naturally I was outraged after adjusting my
trousers and proclaimed this liaison twixt innocent
young lad and older temptress was tantamount to a
pact with the devil. Chuck Daines was swept into
oblivion by my frank and fearless seven-page exposé
explaining how he’d corrupted a naïve older woman
into licentious behaviour beyond her experience and
natural modesty.

The quoted verbatim reference to my spiel
regarding the fiddle I donated to the Hall of
Fame was well documented and impressive.
A copy will be filed with my accumulation of
mementos and pictures we refer to as a
scrapbook.

Perched on my Churchill stair lift, I occasionally
recall the old days with unexpected affection as I
zap up and down the flights, whacking lumps off the
aspidistra. Chuck Daines? He was disgraced, changed
his name to Charles Dale and, for most of the rest
of his miserable existence, he disappeared into a
life of servitude as a hapless minion in the City.
Serves him right. Did I ever tell you about my vodka
breakfast with Jimmy Reed? And by the way, I need
the screens. Nurse! Nurse!

For your information our band will be at the
New Orleans Jazz fest May 4, 2002 for our
sixteenth consecutive performance and we
are also scheduled for our first European trip
to Holland in June 2002; we don’t have the
complete details yet.
Sincerely yours,
Luderin Darbone
The Hackberry Ramblers

Cliff White
Dun-right-in@cobblers.no.compute

Dear Imposing Editor,

14th February 2002
Sir,

It must be strange to see one's past
as ancient history, but for Tottenham
Rock’n’Rollers
their
heyday
has
become a museum piece. As part of the
Queen's Jubilee, the Bruce Castle
Museum's "Remember 1952" exhibition
is celebrating the area’s Rock’n’Roll
years.
(OK,
I
know
the
term
Rock’n’Roll
wasn't
being
bandied

I hear a disturbing rumour that Chuck Daines (as
was) is mounting a desperate bid to belatedly
resurrect his thwarted career as a so-called
Rock'n'Roller. Must we continue to fling this filth at
our care workers, nurses and geriatricians?
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Bridge Golf Academy. Video lasts ten
minutes showing all faults in your stroke
play. Collector’s item at £40.00 but please
also remember Tapioca and Viagra tins (by
prescription only)
Biggest Career Influence: Dart Carson. We
were both expelled from the local youth
club as undesirables so I set the vicar’s
hedge on fire and returned to my place, the
Rothermead Studios, Horsell, Woking with
Dart for an impromptu session. Unbeknown
to us, my father, Major Barry Dale recorded
the session. The rest is history i.e. the
Million Dollar Duo. No decent offers
refused
Former Occupations: Part time agony journalist
with leading magazine, 35 years at Lloyds,
property developing, wheeling and dealing
plus antiques
Hobbies: Live Rock'n'Roll, golf, tennis, fishing,
eating out, boozing and supporting Woking
F.C.
Favourite Colour: Blue/black
Favourite Singers: Jerry Lee Lewis, Fats
Domino, Gene Vincent and Little Jessup
Favourite Actors: Peter Sellers, Terry Thomas,
John Howard
Favourite Actresses: Lyn Peters, Sophia Loren,
Goosetti
Favourite food: Ethnic
Favourite Drinks: Like them all other than sweet
wine, lager and non-real ale
Favourite Clothes: Anything that stands out from
the crowd
Favourite Instrumentalists: Dart Carson, Jerry
Lee, Fats, Chuck, the Champs and Bill
Black’s Combo
Car: Alfa Romeo 2.4 JTD
Miscellaneous Likes: Women, wine, song, sport
and good laughs
Miscellaneous Dislikes: Left wingers, boring
business people, insincere people and
anyone who likes music from the midsixties onwards
Best Friend: Was John Joliffe but he cheated on
me. My best friend is now my manager,
Brigadier Brian Bunberg
Present Disc Label: Charleyphone. I know that
Dart and I, “Live at the ‘Standard of
England’” will receive an excellent review
from Tony Wilkinson
British Manager: Brigadier Brian Bunberg
Present Group: The 1999 Strangers

around North London - or even white
America - in 1952, but the exhibition
is celebrating the era, rather than a
single year).
In the fifties the Royal (later known
as the Mecca) attracted the big names
in jazz and Rock’n’Roll. Local people
remember the distinctive revolving
stage which allowed one group to set
up while another was performing.
Councillor Jean Brown, who still
lives nearby, remembers the venue
fondly: "It was important to look
just right. The men would wear
drapes, with the all-important satin
lining. We used to wear the skirts
with the hoops inside".
According to a local newspaper, "a
Rock’n’Roll event is planned at the
museum for May". So far, I haven't
been able to find out what the
planned event is, but I'm keeping my
eyes and ears open.
Alan Lloyd

☺

☺

☺

☺

3939-Year Anniversary
Tribute
'Tales From The Woods' heralds the return of
Chuck Daines (a.k.a. Doctor Dale) with the
Strangers, featuring Dart Carson, live at the
‘Standard of England’, 29th November 2001.
Doctor Dale’s lifelines as printed March 2002
edition of 'Tales From The Woods'.
Real Name: Charles Joseph Dale (the Good
Doctor)
Stage Name: Chuck Daines
Birth Date: 15th December 1945
Height: 6 feet
Weight: 172 pounds
Colour of Eyes: Steel grey
Colour of Hair: Light brown (what’s left) –
normally covered by light blue golf cap
Wife’s Name: Barbarene
Children: Jeremiah and Annabel
Present Home: Dalewood House, Pyrford Woods
Estate
Instruments Played: Piano (intermediate grade)
Mildred Williams’ School of Pianoforte, also
plays the prat more successfully (and pretty
good with a stethoscope too, I’m told – H)
First Public Appearance: Co-Operative Hall,
Woking, introduced by old buddy Sheriff
Dart Carson
Biggest Career Break: Playing at local village
halls on a regular basis and meeting Barry
Gambling for Coronation Street part
Career Highlight: Out staging the Nashville
Teens at Pyrford Village Hall
Film Debut: ‘Golf My Way’, January 2001 at Hoe

Interview By Monty H Woodman
Monty:
Your
career
was
effectively brought to an end in
late 1962 by scandal at the
Horsell Parish Hall. If you do
not believe me there is
evidence in this photo.
Chuck: That is my manageress,
Hazel Kerr-Ward. She was 42
and I was 16. She might be old,
9

look old but she’s growed.
Monty: You were a good-looking, intelligent,
talented kid with the world at your feet. Why
did you get involved with her?
Chuck: I was misguided by my parents - Talk Of
The Town, number two to Frankie Vaughn or
Alma Cogan. Rock'n'Roll has had its day. Both
sets of our parents got on really well.
Monty: Cliff White, a journalist who, I understand,
will be writing for 'Tales From The Woods'
shortly, spotted this instance of you two in this
sorry incident, spilt the beans and you were no
longer a megastar. I understand he will be
reporting on the incident to 'Tales From The
Woods' in the next issue. What effect did this
have on your career?
Chuck: My career plummeted. Walking sticks,
‘Saga’ magazines and used pension books
were thrown on the stage. My earnings went
down from 30/- a night to half a crown.
“Granny Lover” they used to shout at me.
Monty: You purchased a beaver lamb coat for
Hazel in January 1963 then ditched her and
signed for the Lloyd’s label in the coming
years. You had 35 splendid years there with
endless overtime hits (even when you were
not in attendance) also qualifying as a doctor.
So what is your reason for your comeback?
Chuck: Well Monty, you silly old fart, if you are
offered a deal whereby you do not work for
the sum you did work for – you would be a
prat not to take it.
Monty: Being a pompous little prat I do not
understand that. So in your retinue, Brigadier
Brian Bunberg is your new manager. How do
you find your relationship with him?
Chuck: Brigadier Bunberg is ace. In spite of his
Mafia connections with the Southend crowd Antonio Wilkinsoni, Herod Howard and Tuck
Box Johnson - he’s a real gent.
Monty: Is Bunberg difficult to deal with? I
understand he models himself on Don Arden.
Chuck: Well he scared the life out of me the other
day. I decided to visit him at his studio as he
had refused to take any commission on his
bookings. I was cornered by the great man
and he placed me in a Royal Mail sack, went
to the second floor and threatened to drop me
through the window if I resisted. Naturally I did
not. He gave me three new CDs, patted me on
the back and promised me a chicken curry at
Hemsby.
Monty: Brigadier Bunberg advises me that Willie
Jeffrey required you as top billing for the
Rocker’s Reunion Winter Party and you
declined. Why?
Chuck: Well, Willie did offer excellent terms £75.00 per man paid to Willie for appearing on
the show but Sir Bun held firm for £100.00 and
after that the deal failed to come off the
ground.
Monty: (very insincerely) What a pleasure it has
been interviewing you. See you in 25 years
time.

Chuck: The pleasure has been mine. Please
accept two bottles of prune and custard juice.

☺

☺

☺

☺

C.D. REVIEWS
Hi there, Kats and Kittens. It’s Boppin’
Brian (a.k.a. Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a.
Brian Clark) with a look at some recent
rockin’ CD releases

Rocky Burnette and Darrel Higham Hip
Shakin’ Baby Rockstar RSR CD021
Hip Shakin’ Baby (vocal Rocky & Darrel) |
Believe What You Say | Kiss Me Sweet | Gypsy
Woman | Bertha Lou | Don’t Leave Me This
Way | It’s Late | Pure Love | Waitin’ In School
(vocal Rocky) | Hey Pretty Baby | Here Comes
That Feelin’ | My Heart | Whenever You’re
Ready | My One Desire | Just A Little Too
Much | One Of These Mornings (vocal Darrel) |
Tear It Up | Lonesome Tears In My Eyes |
Please Don’t Leave Me (vocal Rocky)
A new release that finds Rocky Burnette in a
rockin’ liaison with the highly talented singerguitarist Darrel Higham, with a tribute to Rocky’s
legendary father and uncle, featuring songs
written by Johnny and Dorsey Burnette and
popularised by other artistes (notably Ricky
Nelson – nine of the songs were recorded by the
Hollywood Hillbilly, of which four became huge
hits). Behind the two principals are the two guys
who make up the enforcers, Darrel’s regular back
up musicians, and it’s these fellows to whom I
should have given a credit in composing my
account of the Rocker’s Reunion bash, so
apologies to Mick Wignall on bass and Les Curtis
on drums.
Sixteen of the nineteen tracks were recorded in
North London in November 2000 while the final
three emanate from a live session cut at the
studios of radio station KFJC in California in
March 2000. These three songs (‘bonus’ songs, I
should say) form a tribute to the Rock'n'Roll Trio,
the outfit on which the Burnettes’ legend squarely
rests and these brisk, solid run-throughs of ‘Tear
It Up’, ‘Lonesome Tears In My Eyes’ and ‘Please
Don’t Leave Me’ are, for me, the pick of the whole
bunch. Rocky, Darrel and bassman Lloyd Tripp
achieve a stone rockabilly groove on this session
– it’s truly outstanding.
The order in which I’ve placed the first sixteen
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songs above bears no relation to the actual
running order on the CD; mine is listed with
convenience in mind. Anyway… throughout
1958/59 Ricky Nelson and the Burnettes were a
winning combination. The songs composed by
Johnny and Dorsey constituted Rick’s finest
recorded work in the opinion of many (you may
be aware of the recently released Ricky Nelson
box set on Bear Family – I’m fixing to do a feature
on this for April’s T.F.T.W., so look out for that).
This magic is superbly captured by Rocky and
Darrel with their versions of ‘It’s Late’, ‘One Of
These Mornings’, ‘Don’t Leave Me This Way’ and
‘My One Desire’ but although ‘Believe What You
Say’ rocks along nicely, I felt the key was pitched
a bit low.

notes) for EMI entitled “Southern Style” and this
particular release contains no less than 25 great
Zydeco tracks drawn from sessions recorded by
Floyd Soileau throughout the 80s and 90s.
Rockin’ Sidney’s principal claim to fame is that he
it was who composed the one major crossover hit
for Zydeco music in ‘Don’t Mess With My Toot
Toot‘ a song that, following his original recording,
was covered with varying degrees of success by
John Fogerty, Doug Kershaw and Fats Domino
and Denise LaSalle, who scored a Top Twenty hit
with the song in the UK in 1985. ‘Toot Toot’ is
featured here by Sidney, as are nice re-cuts of
‘You Ain’t Nothin’ But Fine’ (try and check out a
hot version of this song by the Fabulous
Thunderbirds) and ‘Jalapeno Lena’.

‘Just A Little Too Much’ and ‘Waitin’ In School’ are
taken at a canter rather than a gallop, and ‘Gypsy
Woman’, which comes from Rick’s tenure with
Decca, seems to be somewhat inspired by ‘Stray
Cat Strut’. Gene Vincent’s ‘My Heart’ is faithfully
recreated, while Roy Brown’s ‘Hip Shakin’ Baby’
is slowed down a touch and is nonetheless
effective for all that. Lesser known but well played
are Curtis Lee’s ‘Pure Love’, Johnny Garner’s
‘Kiss Me Sweet’ and Bob Luman’s ‘Whenever
You’re Ready’. As for ‘Bertha Lou’, this new 2002
model knocks the ‘Son Of Rock'n'Roll’ version
into a cocked hat – wow! ‘Here Comes That
Feelin’ was, of course, a huge hit for Brenda Lee
in 1962 and Darrel turns in a good performance
on this one. With sleeve notes from Darrel
himself, this is a great rockin’ release and no
doubt fans of the Burnette brothers and Ricky
Nelson will pick up on it. The girl on the front
doesn’t look bad either!

T-Lou, Zydeco Force and Creole Junction are
three of the more recent crop of Zydeco bands to
hit the scene and I was more than impressed with
the latter’s version of Lil’ Bob’ and the Lollipops’ ‘I
Got Loaded’. Clifton Chenier, generally regarded
as the king of Zydeco, weighs in with some great
rockin’ sounds, such as the John Lee Hooker
inspired ‘Mama Told Papa’ and a real tasty
version of Cleveland Crochet’s ‘Sugar Bee’ plus
Belton Richard’s ‘Oh My Lucille’, that’s taken at a
slightly slower tempo than Belton’s classic cut,
also ‘Zydeco Jazz’ which tune-wise is akin to
Duke Ellington’s ‘Things Ain’t What They Used To
Be’. Great sounds abound in this collection which,
in addition to the above, contains further goodies
from Good Rockin’ Dopsie, Boozoo Chavis
(‘Uncle Bud’) and John Delafose. So, if you’re
curious to find out about the Zydeco sound, this
collection serves as an excellent starting point.
It’s all happy, good-time, boppin’ music. Bon ton
roulet!

Various Artistes – Southern Style : Zydeco –
EMI Plus 724357641920

Various Artistes – Southern Style : New
Orleans Blues – EMI Plus 724356463028

Jalapeno Lena – Rockin’ Sidney | Shake It Don’t
Break It – Clifton Chenier | Do Right Tonight –
Rockin’ Dopsie | Make It To Me – Boozoo Chavis
| Joe Pete Is Broke – John Delafose | My Toot
Toot – Rockin’ Sidney | I Don’t Like It – Zydeco
Force | Zydeco Jazz – Clifton Chenier | Uncle
Bud – Boozoo Chavis | Lake Charles Two-Step
– John Delafose | Mais Yeah Chere – Rockin’
Sidney | Lonesome Waltz – Zydeco Force |
Zyde-Cool – Rockin’ Dopsie | Sugar Bee –
Boozoo Chavis | Oh My Lucille – Clifton Chenier
| You Ain’t Nothin’ But Fine – Rockin’ Sidney |
Shaggy Dog Two-Step – Zydeco Force | I Can’t
Lose With The Stuff I Use – Rockin’ Dopsie |
Zydeco Home Brew – Boozoo Chavis | Johnny
Can’t Dance – Clifton Chenier | No Good
Woman – Rockin’ Dopsie | Cochon De Lait –
Rockin’ Sidney | Mama Told Papa – Clifton
Chenier | Emily – T-Lou And His Zydeco Band | I
Got Loaded – Creole Junction

I Got Eyes For You – Fats Domino | Runnin’
Around – Little Bubber | When The Sun Goes
Down – T-Bone Walker | Travelin’ Mood – Wee
Willie Wayne | Hey Little Girl – Professor Longhair
| Single Life – Billy Tate | Too Many Drivers –
Smiley Lewis | Oh Lucille – Big Joe Turner | Is It
True – Snooks Eaglin | When You Were Mine –
Ray Lewis | Wedding Bells Are Ringing –
Bobby Mitchell | Mr Fool – Dave Bartholomew |
Wine Head Baby – Little Sonny Jones | Low And
Lonesome – Boo Breeding | Tryin’ To Fool Me –
Leonard Lee | Gather Round – Jimmy Gil |
Vacant Pillow Blues – Wee Willie Wayne | 48
Hours – Bobby Mitchell | Great Big Eyes –
Archibald | Love My Baby – Big Joe Turner |
Gumbo Blues – Smiley Lewis | Have Mercy –
Bobby Marchan | Pony Tail – T-Bone Walker |
Hey Now Baby – Professor Longhair | Stay
Away – Fats Domino

There’s a new series of CDs lovingly compiled by
Dave Travis (who also prepared the booklet

Here’s another in the “Southern Style” series of
releases from EMI Plus in Holland that compiler
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Sonny Jones’ ‘I Got Booted’ and the 1953
recorded ‘Wine Head Baby’ is another goodie with
great sax and piano.

Dave Travis has assembled and, for this “New
Orleans Blues” collection, Mr T has chosen more
than a few interesting rarities, where some of the
songs and artistes are new to me. The recordings
cover what’s generally regarded as the golden
period for Crescent City R&B, the late forties
through to the early sixties, and the lion’s share
were cut at Cosimo Matassa’s J & M studio.

Of the names totally new to me, Little Bubber’s
track ‘Runnin’ Around’, is a total revelation, a
superb jump-blues rocker. Did he record more
like this? If so, I’d love to bloody well hear ‘em!
Ray Lewis’ ‘When You Were Mine’ has a loose,
jazzy feel while ‘Low And Lonesome’ by one Boo
Breeding is as morbid as you’d expect. ‘Gather
Round’ by Jimmy Gil is quite impressive; the
phrasing in Gil’s vocal reminds me a bit of Roy
Brown, which can’t be bad. And that’s about it for
this one, a very interesting collection and one
definitely worth investing in, certainly for the Little
Bubber track alone. As with all the “Southern
Style” releases, there are informative notes from
T.F.T.W.’s occasional limerick writer and the best
possible sound, so back this winner!

Of the more familiar names, Smiley Lewis is
heard on two early successes ‘Gumbo Blues’ and
‘Too Many Drivers’, both laden with carnality. Fats
Domino also has two early cuts – the bouncy ‘I
Got Eyes For You’, which gives me the
impression that it was recorded at the same
session as ‘Rockin’ Chair’ (in about 1951-52) so
similar is the overall sound. More laid back but
equally good is ‘Stay Away’. Domino also
assumes the role of session musician behind
none other than Big Joe Turner on a couple of
1950 rarities; ’Oh Lucille’ and the rockin’ blues
‘Love My Baby’, that seems to be inspired in
some measure by the earlier ‘Roll ‘Em Pete’.
Regarded as the first major star of electrified
urban blues, T-Bone Walker came to New
Orleans in 1952/53 to record a number of sides
with Dave Bartholomew’s band as back up. Two
songs are included in this set, one an easy
swingin’ ditty ‘Pony Tail’ and the second, a fine
version of Leroy Carr’s ‘When The Sun Goes
Down’. Dave Bartholomew is himself heard on a
blues with jazz leanings, as you’d probably
expect, ‘Mr Fool’.

Boppin’ Brian

☺

☺

☺

☺

Martyn Harvey offers this snippet of
information for all our wireless aficionados.
At last a radio programme on Sky
Digital worth listening to!
Every Wednesday night on Solar
Radio (Sky Channel 879) 8pm to
10pm try listening to

The legendary Professor Longhair’s two songs –
‘Hey Little Girl’ (a big local hit when first released
in 1950) and ‘Hey Now Baby’ - both employ the
rollin’, rumba based rhythm with which ‘Fess is
associated. An acquired taste maybe, but I’m glad
I joined the club. Snooks Eaglin’s early sixties
recording ‘Is It True’ is a great loping blues with
ska-like tendencies, kind of Rose Gordon-ish.
Bobby Mitchell is perhaps best known for his
original rockin’ 1957 version of ‘I’m Gonna Be A
Wheel Someday’ but he’s firmly in slow blues
mode here with ‘48 Hours’ and ‘Wedding Bells
Are Ringing’. ‘Tryin’ To Fool Me’ is a rare solo
excursion for Shirley Goodman’s partner, Leonard
Lee, and it’s a great mid-tempo track with the
“classic” New Orleans band (Allen, Adams,
Palmer etc.) present. Archibald was a highly
influential singer and pianist and his ‘Great Big
Eyes’ is an acknowledged Big Easy classic.
Bobby Marchan sang lead with Huey Smith’s
Clowns towards the end of the fifties but he spent
the first few years of the decade cutting gutbucket
blues for Aladdin, with such titles as ‘Have Mercy’.

"CLIVES NIGHT TRAIN"
where you will hear vintage soul,
doo-wop, blues etc.

☺

☺

☺

☺

Marffa's Muffins
Well, where do I start this edition of Marffa’s
Muffins?
A review of the gig that ended my year on a high,
The Pogues at Brixton Academy on 22/12/01.
Opening with ‘Streams Of Whisky’ the Academy
erupted into a giant celidh. Following up with
classics ‘Bottle Of Smoke’, ‘If I Should Fall From
Grace With God’, ‘The Sickbed Of Cuchalainm’,
‘A Pair Of Brown Eyes’ and other hard to
spell/pronounce Gaelic tunes.

Of the more obscure names, Wee Willie Wayne
gets low-down with ‘Vacant Pillow Blues’ and
does a spot of whistling here and there on the
easy going ‘Travelin’ Mood’. Billy Tate’s ‘Single
Life’ from 1955 is clearly inspired by a Fats
Domino song you may just recognise. I love Little

Shane MacGowan, looking rather bloated and
walking with the gait of a man who had shat
himself, also disappearing for whole songs,
looked a pathetic figure! Well, appearances can
be deceptive. This man may look like a sack of
12

don’t think this is one of them. Certainly an
interesting album and showing off the shape of
things to come. I think that I would give them 5
out of 10.

shit tied up ugly, but boy, can he write heartwrenching lyrics and put it to music as well. When
he was on stage he performed exceedingly well,
only once missing the timing being kept to by the
other members of the group. It has to be said that
this was probably one of the best gigs that I have
seen MacGowan perform!

Check out more info at: www.lostprophets.com
G Love & Special Sauce have been around for a
while now. ‘Electric Mile’ is their fifth album and
opens with a jaunty ska number, ‘Unified’. A really
interesting track this; he [G Love] sings about how
nice the world would be if we all got on with each
other; a bit hippy tree hugging, mmm! Unusual but
good all the same. I wonder if it was written after
September 11th or not? The album came out last
year but was imported for me at Christmas.

Enter a young lady by the name of Leah who
performed Kirsty Macolls part for the finest
Christmas song ever written, ‘A Fairy Tale In New
York’. After that it was time for more up-tempo
numbers such as, ‘Sally Maclennane’, ‘Fiesta’,
and ‘Sunny Side Of The Street’. It should be
pointed out that round about this time my
Guinness consumption had reached such levels
that it started to affect my recollections for the
following day. I’m sure I heard ‘Dirty Old Town’,
but in truth I’d had such I good time at this point
that they could have played football on the stage
and I wouldn’t have been able to recall it. A fairy
tale in Brixton, one might say!

Track 3, ‘Night Of The Living Dead’, starts with
violin and a dog barking creating a really chilly
feel. After 30 seconds this is replaced by a style
completely at odds with the start and the song
title, bizarre!
Track 4, ‘Parasite’, falls back to the jazzy, funky
feel of old, really brilliant track, Jeff Clemmens
drumming standing out.

Support was provided by Jesse James and,
although I didn’t get to see much of the set, I shall
be trying to check them out sometime later this
year.

Track 11, ‘100 Magic Rings’, has some wonderful
harp on it, a great love song that shows off Gareth
Huttons’ aka G Love ability to really swoon.
Summing the album up, I have to admit that I do
like G Love & Special Sauce. ‘Electric Mile’ is
not my favourite album of theirs. I wish that Mr
Love would go back to his coarser sound. But I
suppose as musicians age they change styles,
gain influence, Good as this may be, I think that it
only deserves 7 out of 10.
Check out more info at: www.g-love.com
Just before Christmas I purchased some of the
Trojan box sets plus the latest Dr John and White
Stripes albums. It is my intention in the next issue
to review some if not all.

On 22/01/02 went to see Icarus Line at the 100
Club. Absolute load of crap! I walked out after half
an hour. I should have gone to see Cooper
Temple Clause at the Camden palace.
CD’s. This month I’ve been inundated with
albums, too many if that is ever possible.
Brief reviews:
LOSTPROPHETS, gaining the ‘best British band’
gong at the Kerrang awards 2001, you would
have thought that they would be huge by now.
Maybe this is why they are not! Listening to the
album, ‘Fake Sound Of Progress’, brings to your
attention a diversity of styles within styles. Track
3, ‘Five Is A Four-Letter Word’, starts with White
Zombie/Rob Zombie style sampling. Never quite
hitting the industrial sound of zombie, then upping
the tempo and going all nu-metal. Mixed vocal
styles, quite similar to old Faith No More, hard
and heavy shouted words grafted with a
pleasantly in-tune and understandable more
traditional singing style.

Up and coming recommended Gigs.
Jewel plays the Royal Festival Hall 26th February.
(Whoops! Too late for that one. E-mail me earlier
next time – H) She has a fine set of lungs, not a
bad voice either! Expect more emotion than a
thousand
English
football
fans
at
a
Germany/England game if her studio albums are
anything to go by.
A play the Astoria on the 7th March.
Billy Bragg and the Blokes play the Shepherds
Bush Empire on the 7th March. The Bard of
Barking returns with a new album 'England, HalfEnglish' and a tour to promote it.
The Strokes play the Brixton Academy on the
28th Mar. See previous review for this lot.
Jon Spencer Blues Explosion play Brixton
Academy 11th April.
The Hives play Brixton Academy on the 4th May.

Track 5, ‘Kobrakai’, after a noisy start with
Pantera influences, breaks away to a jazz guitar
and drum thing with clearly worded vocals. This
repeats throughout the song. A similar structure
exists for many of the other tracks. Interestingly
the last track, ‘Ode To The Summer’, has a
Sisters of Mercy lick from the ‘Temple Of Love’
to kick it off. So, many influences can be heard,
but maybe this is the problem. Sometimes tracks
can be overdone as far as influence is concerned.
Having such profoundly different styles on the
same songs can work every now and again but I

Anybody been to the Kashmir Klub? I have, I went
there on 22nd February 2002. Situated at 6
Nottingham Place, five minutes walk from Baker
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may charge through the nose for drinks, but it is
free to get in!

Street tube, access being gained via a flight of
stairs (within the restaurant) leading down to the
basement. A small bar, selling extortionately
priced drinks greets you at the bottom. The club
opens up through a small passage to a cavern
about 25 feet by 25 feet approximately. A stage at
the end, of reasonable size, occupies part, with
tables and chairs for diners and some vaults off to
one side have seating and small video screens
for people who can’t see the stage. Ambience this
place has by the bucket load, with its low ceilings
and exposed brickwork complete with a sign
telling of a slippery floor due to the recent heavy
rain!

Till the next time. MM

☺

☺

☺

☺

JAZZ JUNCTION
Just a short walk from the Metropolitan line
station, at the top of the High Street, stands the
Parish Church of Pinner. It was here on a cold St.
Valentine’s night that the Junior Mance Trio
entertained a large congregation of jazz followers.

This particular night had a line up of twelve
bands. Each band has to play one song, then
there is a 10-minute break followed by the same
twelve bands in a different order, playing another
track from their repertoire. A bit of a strange set
up, but it did seem to work quite well. Many
different musical genres were presented.
Probably one of the most interesting and unusual
was I’m Sparticus. This consisted of a group of
rotund Greek looking gentlemen playing
instrumental music with penny whistle, guitar,
drums, keyboards and balalaika. I know it sounds
weird, but it was actually very good; if you hear of
them playing near you, go and see them.

Junior
Mance
grew
up
and
studied music in
Chicago and he
plays piano in a
bluesy,
churchy
style typical of that
city.
During
a
career of about 50 years, he has accompanied
many of the greats of jazz including Lester
Young, Charlie Parker, Gene Ammons, and
Sonny Stitt and has had stints in the bands of
Dizzy Gillespie, Cannonball Adderley and with the
Eddie ‘Lockjaw’ Davis/Johnny Griffin quintet. As
for singers, he has toured with Dinah Washington
and Joe Williams and also recorded with Aretha
Franklin (check out her ‘Soul 69’ album). However
it was in 1961 that he formed his first trio and this
remains his favoured setting to this day.

Late Night Music Store, formed of two members
from the now defunct Ruby Cruiser/Dead City
Icons played a couple of tunes from their
forthcoming demo. The first suffered from a lack
of volume on the harmony part but the second
was up to scratch, both in sound quality and
lyrical content. Also worthy of note was Rhys
Williams. He happens to be the compere on the
Friday nights; this man performed the best Glenn
Tilbrook impersonation I have ever heard with a
track called ‘Champagne Tidal Wave’. That was a
compliment by the way!

Whilst the acoustics at Pinner Parish Church are
very good, the sightlines are not. The diminutive
Junior Mance was only visible when he stood up
from the piano stool to take a bow at which point
he disappeared again from view. Another sore
point was the wooden seating. All right to ensure
the devout remain virtuous but a pain for the
pagan behind.

Now, anybody who knows me well, knows that I
attract nutters like flies to s**t! It shouldn’t have
come as any surprise then, that this night was to
be no different. Coming back from the toilet, I
passed two young and very attractive American
ladies who seemed to mistake me for someone
else. Who? Well that remains a mystery. They
seemed to think that I was a famous person and
wanted “my” autograph but, as I say, whose, I
have no idea. They did seem to think they had
seen me on MTV though. Finding this rather
amusing I, of course, offered to sign my moniker if
they could find a pen. “Where/what would you like
me to sign?” I asked. “Would you do my breast”,
she replied, indicating her ample bosom!

Fortunately the music was a joy. Pounding chords
and rolling arpeggios, it was almost two hours of
rhythmic and melodic heaven. Youthful British
stalwarts Andy Cleyndert (bass) and Steve Brown
(drums) supplied able support and clearly enjoyed
the musical company.
The trio began by raiding the Count Basie music
book – ‘Splanky’ and ‘Broadway’ – before
switching to Duke Ellington with C-Jam Blues and
a solo piano rendition of ‘A Single Petal of A
Single Rose’ from The Queen’s Suite. A
statement without universal support or an
obsequious attempt to gain favour? This was
followed by the self-penned and spiritually
uplifting ‘Jubilation’ and then it was time for tea
and biscuits.

Well, isn’t it bloody marvellous, at that moment
my girlfriend appears and ruins everything by
dragging me outside! Bugger, blast, poo! More
information for the Kashmir Klub can be obtained
at www.kashmirklub.com. Oh and by the way, it
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accommodation and we became friends with all
the cast and were even invited to a private party
at the Empire Theatre in Liverpool.

The second half commenced with an exuberant
‘Falling In Love’, followed by a trip to Brazil with
Antonio Carlos Jobim’s ‘How Insensitive’ which
gave Steve Brown the chance to get his mallets
out and use them to good effect. A blues
drenched ‘I Don’t Care’ written by Ray Bryant was
the highlight of a scintillating second set which
ended with ‘Take The ‘A’ Train’ which really
clickety-clacked. My toes were still tapping as I
took the pedestrian option down Church Lane.

On the last day of its run, I suggested to friends
that we present the cast with a magnum of
champagne (and flowers for the two girls). I ran
all over Merseyside trying to find the magnum and
eventually found one at over £50. We arranged
with the staff and management of the Empire to
present the flowers and champagne at the end of
the night.

Dave Carroll

☺

☺

☺

I was hoping that no one would start spraying
such expensive champagne all over the stage but
Gary Mavers did, unfortunately, at 50p a spray!
(That would be my choice of subject for the “Mr
Angry” column: who first started this silly, boorish
and wasteful habit of spraying champagne over
people?) Still, nothing could spoil the memory of a
wonderful Rock’n’Roll musical which mixed firstclass acting, sterling musicianship and humour,
too (Gary Mavers, as Billy Fury, was seen
pushing the cardboard tube of a toilet roll down
the front of his pants – a story that is told of many
artists. But this was Liverpool and the audience
were ad-libbers: the girls shouted to Gary, “You
don’t need it! You don’t need it!”)

☺

ROCK’N’ROLL
THERE’S NOWT SO QUEER AS FOLK!

By Neil Foster (Part Three)
The best Rock’n’Roll musical I ever saw (I haven’t
seen “Buddy”) was “Be Bop A Lula” – the story of
the 1960 Eddie Cochran/Gene Vincent tour,
which was performed at the Liverpool Playhouse
in the summer of 1988.
I had resisted going to see this as I could not
believe that any cast could re-create convincingly
Vincent and Cochran on stage, let alone Billy Fury
and a whole host of minor characters. However,
when I did go and met a friend, Dave Hunter, who
had seen it eight times and was fully prepared to
keep on seeing it, I soon realised it must be
something special.
Andrew Schofield was electrifying as Vincent,
vocally as well as visually; Tim Whitnall, although
he looked nothing like Cochran, was certainly a
marvellous guitarist who could play all the
Cochran licks; Gary Mavers
(well-known now for his
acting in TV shows like
“Peak Practice”) was a
superb Billy Fury and all the
other
actors
(including
Michael Starke – “Sinbad” in
“Brookside”, who took the
part of Hal Carter) and the
others who played Georgie
Fame, Joe Brown and Larry
Parnes, gave very creditable
portrayals. There was also a
very good female tenor sax
player, Sheri Graubert who,
along with Catherine Roman
(Sharon Sheeley) added
glamour to the show.
Andrew Schofield

VRRAS member George Shaw with Rob Jarvis
(Joe Brown) and Gary Mavers (Billy Fury)

Staying on Merseyside, the tale of how in
1971,when we started the VRRAS – the Vintage
Rock’n’Roll Appreciation Society, we met with
depressing apathy and lack of support. I have told
the story of Merseyside in the late 50s/early 60s
when there were more Rock’n’Roll groups there
than anywhere else. Who would have imagined
that the scene less than ten years later would be
so different?
We started meetings at the “Cross Keys” pub,
next to the Liverpool Stadium, a wrestling venue,
which had also featured Gene
Vincent in 1960. Then we
move
d to a
pub
called
“The

We were soon following “Be Bop A Lula” around
Britain and the only booking we missed was
Southampton (too far to travel). I battered my
Barclaycard on tickets and bed and breakfast
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An excited crowd at the
Mona Hotel, Liverpool

Brummie Dave at the New
Look Club, Garston

“Dogmeat” is a term used by those who favour
cutthroat razors as weapons to describe the
appearance of a face slashed by a razor; whether
he was right, I have no idea, but the word
certainly terrified him.

Mona” (now re-named “The Liverpool”), a modern
pub which had an ideal room on the first floor with
a proper stage and a dance-floor. Sad to say, we
never managed to attract enough people and
even when we auditioned for groups, met some
very strange outfits.

This club was another depressing experience for
us and if we had not needed money to pay for the
disco equipment we bought, I would never have
considered it. Our stint ended suddenly one night
when he drove our Ford Zephyr (bought for £25)
through a hedge and wrecked it beyond repair.

One duo claimed to have played Rock’n’Roll on
the QE2 and turned up with the music to “Water
Melon Man”! The bass-player’s amplifier was
faulty so he asked if he could plug his bass into
the DJ’s sound system (the DJ was blind – sort of
goes with the night, doesn’t it?) The DJ unwisely
agreed. There was a terrific bang and that was
the end of his sound system!

Years later, when I had a very well-paid job (in an
electrical firm installing all the cabling for the
Royal Liverpool Hospital) I tried again to find a
place on Merseyside where Rock’n’Roll could
flourish but the pub I chose (called “The Royal” in
Wavertree) was another disaster. Lots of people
turned up on the opening night but they were the
wrong kind: people who thought the Rolling
Stones were Rock’n’Roll and some unpleasant
deaf-and-dumb drunken yobbos (could only
happen to me!) The highlight of the night was
when the lights suddenly went out and when they
came on again, £40 had disappeared from the till,
along with the guy who took it! Nor was that the
end. A friend gave me a lift home with the disco
equipment and by mistake, dropped me off a
hundred yards from my house. I had to dump the
speakers in a garden and stagger around the
corner with each piece of equipment in turn, as it
began to rain.

One of the people who turned up for the audition
was Tommy Moore, the Beatles’ first drummer
(described by some writers as the best drummer
they ever had). He was out of practice, sadly, and
kept dropping his sticks. However, one group was
very good, not surprisingly, as the lead singer,
Gus Travis, had been prominent in the
Merseybeat days, as “Gus Travis and the
Midnighters” and we used that group several
times over the years.
The search for a suitable venue continued. For a
time we tried a club called “The Royal Tiger”
which, in the 60’s had been a high-class place,
frequented by local football stars. It had now
fallen on hard times and the proprietor, a burly exwrestler, was willing to try anything to keep it
going.

Then there was the show we put on at the David
Lewis Theatre, a venue at which lots of
Merseybeat acts had appeared. We had hired
Shaking Stevens and the Sunsets but on the
night, there was thick fog and hardly anyone
turned up. Also, the then Secretary of our Burnley
branch returned all the 60 tickets I had sent him,
unsold. That lost us well over a hundred pounds.

It was my job to stand on the door and take
payment on our Rock’n’Roll nights and you will
readily grasp the problems when I tell you that
one night I was standing with a few empty
Guinness bottles at my side when the club owner
approached me and asked whom they belonged
to. When I told him that they were mine, he said,
“Oh, don’t leave any bottles or glasses near you.
The customers could use them as weapons
against you!”

We did eventually have some success on
Merseyside in the end. I have related elsewhere
the story of the August Bank Holiday Rock’n’Roll
Cruise on the “Royal Iris”, which in spite of the
efforts of the usual vandalistic/violent minority was
without doubt a triumph (and it didn’t lose money
– there’s a rarity!).

We didn’t stay there long… The next place was at
the other end of Merseyside, in a club in Garston
called ironically “The New Look”. We were only
booked because we were so cheap. Basically, the
place was a drinking club and there were few
Rock’n’Roll fans in the audience but at the end of
the night, after a night’s boozing, they didn’t care
what noise was hitting them.

Later on, it was a friend of mine, Alan Wilson, of
the Merseyside Rock’n’Roll Society, who finally
managed to establish a solid base for Rock’n’Roll
on Merseyside when he started regular weekends
at the Rumford Coach House (and he also
promoted groups, sometimes at the Grafton
Rooms, one of Merseyside’s largest ballrooms).
In its heyday, Rumford Coach House had a
unique and exciting atmosphere.

My business partner at the time was a Brummie
called Dave Gwilliam who had a peculiar insulting
line of banter as a DJ – he used to regularly bait
certain members of the audience. One night,
however, he went too far and offended a local
jailbird who looked at him and said the single
word, “Dogmeat!” Dave went white and left
hurriedly at the end of the night, leaving us to take
the equipment home. He explained that

So, why was it so hard to push Rock’n’Roll in a
city which even now is widely considered to be
the birthplace of it (the British version, I mean)?
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Watson, the tiny-but-uppity Texas traditionalist, is
standing beside me, but probably not for long, as
he looks on the verge of fainting. We exchange
freighted glances as George puts a half-note
vowel through the wringer.

Well, Liverpool has lost over 250,000 people
since the early 50s and has probably suffered
more from the decline of its industries than just
about anywhere else but even so, I am still
amazed at the lack of support we received, even
though we had some of the best places to use (I
have just remembered another club which failed,
called “The Long Grass” – use your imagination
to guess why it was so called – which was a
beautiful building on a prime site, opposite the
“Adelphi” Hotel). Even that did not take off.

“Can you believe that?” Dale says.
“It’s unbelievable,” I echo stupidly.
The tape stops. “I’m not hitting that part after the
bridge right,” says George in a matter-of-fact way
through the talkback.

It was at “The Long Grass” that I tried to form my
own Rock’n’Roll group. I had now bought another
tenor sax (the Buescher Aristocrat – the secondbest saxophone in the world) and I advertised for
guitar/bass/drums to accompany me. None of
these players was willing to sing so I had to do it!
(Never learn, do I?). The guitar-players were keen
but we could not keep drummers and as a result,
the group had to disband

Gail says, “George, it’s killing everybody in here.
You’re singing just wonderfully. You’re nailing the
song.”
Actually he’s not, and George has been recording
about 45 years too long even to take notice of,
much less get swelled up by, the old producer
pump job. “Something’s in my throat,” he
continues. “I might not be able to get this done
today.”

In the next part of these reminiscences I will relate
the complicated story of how “Not Fade Away”
was born and how the terrifying cost nearly killed
me!
(To be continued)

☺

☺

☺

“Well, why don’t you take a breather and come on
in here and listen to what we’ve got.”
Record producers have a stockpile of well-worn
phrases which they deploy strategically in an
effort to put musicians – especially singers –
especially chick singers – at ease or off guard so
they, the producers, can get where they want to
go. These include: “Let’s keep that and get one
more while you’re hot”; “That was great; now, on
the previous take, you were doing this wonderful
thing…”; “I’m not hearing enough Robbie Fulks!”
[I assume the name changes as appropriate in
other people’s sessions]; “That’s a terrific
arrangement idea, and we’ll definitely come back
to it later”; “Ninety per cent of that was DEAD
ON!”; and of course the dreaded “Why don’t you
take a breather and come on in here and listen to
what we’ve got.” One gains an unwelcome
familiarity with these gimmicks after years of
bridling at them on one side of the talkback mike
and using them on the other. It can’t be easy
overseeing a George Jones vocal session, even
without the D.O.A.-style time restrictions. But Gail
is a brisk dynamo of tactful take-charge (the
successful producer’s indispensable gift) and
spontaneous manoeuvring (the performer’s). And
she’s not so dumb as to tell George Jones what
he’s doing wrong.

☺

My Day: June 12th, 2001
What – No Nashville? Worldwide Webb
By Robbie Fulks Part 1
Today it’s all Webb Pierce, all day long, and
tomorrow as well. We’re recording 20 of the late
hardcore C&W singer’s hits in order to encourage
his immediate induction into the Country Music
Hall of Fame – preferably along with a convincing
excuse typed single-spaced on fancy bonded
paper from the board of trustees. “We” is Mark
Knopfler, Dwight Yoakam, Del McCoury,
Emmylou Harris, and 16 others. My pro forma
joke for the last few weeks has been that I’m the
only one on the list that I haven’t heard of. Ten
songs are scheduled for tracking and singing on
each of the two days, with an hour allotted to
each singer. This is mad. Running the show is the
Eighties maverick singer-songwriter Gail Davies.
The location is Mike Curb Studios in Nashville.
I’ve flown in well in advance of my appointed hour
to hear George Jones sing. Sitting in a studio
control room and watching George Jones do
vocal overdubs in an isolation booth a few yards
away is like sitting at your kitchen window and
watching Ted Williams hit fungoes around your
backyard, in the unlikely event that readers of this
page need the analogy. That unearthly,
mythogenic sound actually comes out of a
person, and right there he is, effortlessly flooding
the circuitry with his trademark blend of
lachrymose anguish and will to endure. Dale

The man with a million heartaches enters the
control room. It’s my first sight of him close-up.
He’s wearing sandals, a dark blue polo shirt and
light khaki shorts. Shorts! His bare legs are strong
and tanned. The paunch is hard to miss but he
carries it easily under broad shoulders, and it
contributes to the impression of youthful vigour.
Like almost all the older country stars, born poor
and hard-used, he’s slight of build. I try to see him
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attention-sucking shirt. I developed that aspect of
the role on my own initiative, to make sure any of
my friends who happened to see the movie
wouldn’t miss me.

without the public image accretions, as though
he’s an anonymous 69-year-old (70 in
September, he later discloses – a nice Frank
Loesser title) who just walked in. His rabbit-quick
reactions and the goofy-kid humour squinting
through the tinted glasses would, I suspect, give
him away as either a stage veteran or a street
person. But there are no iconic markings on the
affable weekend golfer standing before me. The
one-man rave of the Fifties who flushed $5,000
down a motel toilet, the coke fiend of the Eighties
crashing and fucking his way through middle age
like an aggie freshman, the guy from just the
other week who plowed into a highway overpass
and almost shucked the coil – to imagine that
these demons repose somewhere in that ample
husk, you simply have to accept that thousands of
independent chronicles from as many sources,
stretching a half-century back, can’t all be telling
the same lie.

“I just had one scene, in which Quaid plays the
piano and I stand way in the background in my
incredibly bright shirt. So we’re standing around a
long time doing not much of anything, the two of
us, and Dennis is noodling on the piano, you
know, nothing deep but not that bad either. And
we haven’t said a word to each other the whole
shoot up to this point, so I decide it’s a good
opportunity to break the ice. I venture over to the
piano and ask him in a friendly way, ‘Say, did you
pick up some of those licks while you were
working on the Jerry Lee Lewis movie?’ I mean,
in an absolutely nice tone of voice – and not such
a bizarre concept, right? It stands to reason: he
was in the Jerry Lee movie, he learned some
piano for it, and now here he was playing the
goddam piano. Well, this is what he does.”

Gail plays the rough back for George. The
master’s tone and way with a phrase are there,
but so is the old man’s gummy glottal quality; and
at the end of the bridge, where the instrumental
backing cuts out briefly, his near-perfect pitch
detector fails and sends him on a hard sharp turn.
George doesn’t wince or cringe or otherwise react
to his clams, but it is quickly agreed that he’ll
return in a few days to try it again (even though,
as Gail brightly declares, ninety per cent of it was
dead on).

Kenny sits down at the piano bench and assumes
the role of Dennis Quaid. Looking up as though
he detects a faraway noise, he narrows his eyes
and cocks his head slightly in the direction of the
phantom sound. Across his face comes a look of
exquisite pain. His posture wilts, his head falls
wearily and hangs helplessly over the piano keys
for some time. Then he rises from the bench, with
judicial speed. He shakes his head a single time
with great sadness, and sets his mouth grimly.
Turning his body to the door, he freezes
momentarily, then breaks and walks away. Total
running time, about 45 seconds.

It’s 2:30, lunchtime. It must be a lady caterer,
because lunch is a Caesar salad, diet Cokes, and
a giant cake. The cake has a guitar frosting
design commemorating Webb’s garish aesthetic. I
don’t eat cake, and I start wandering away, but
Gail catches me and pulls me over to George

I’m not slated to sing my contribution, “Tupelo
County Jail,” for another 2 hours, just long
enough to get together and work through the
singing with my duet partner, Miss Joy Lynn
White. I give her a call and she’s down to pick me
up in a trice, sitting surprisingly tall for a nearly 5and-a-half foot long woman behind the wheel of a
cavernous silver barge whose name incorporates
a French definite article and which was popular
and attractive at roughly the same time as
Peaches and Herb.

“George, I want you to meet Robbie Fulks. He’s a
big star with the young people.”
Idle pleasantries ensue, and a photo-op. George
and Gail. George and me. (Standing alongside
each other, with his arm around my waist and
mine around his shoulders, he shoots me a funny
look and snorts, “Mutt and Jeff!”) Gail and George
and Crystal Gayle. The group is a strange
combination of young and old, hip to unhip to
replaced hips. Some so beyond hip that they
could be considered hip if the people who make
the pronouncements on hip were themselves hip
enough to take notice. Kenny Vaughn is kind of
hip. He’s playing electric guitar all day long. I’ve
known him a little while, and he’s a good egg:
laconically straightforward, and nauseatingly
adept at what he does. We start talking about
things to say when meeting famous people.

“I been tryin’ to get this lemon off my hands and
this guy made me an offer this afternoon, and – I
gotta move that back – you can’t ride like that,”
she says, laughing. I’m up almost against the
windshield, with my legs splayed at lunar landing
craft angles. I protest that I’m perfectly
comfortable, but she leans down to release the
catch on the single mammoth front seat, which
jerkily lurches back four inches. Now she looks
like Dorf, with her stunted legs straining at the
pedals.

“You know who’s a complete prick is Dennis
Quaid,” he says. “I got to work once in this
Sandra Bullock movie and he was in it. I played
the part of the guitarist with the incredibly bright

“I got a touring van back home in Indiana just
yesterday. It’s a hell of a trip and I’m still worn out
from it.”
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Row is L.A. with love handles. The roots-hipster
contingent, represented most visibly these days
by Lucinda Williams, is from someplace grittier
and blacker, say, Memphis or Muscle Shoals. The
very tiny cutting-edge cohort is a bit of Seattle and
Chicago and every other town with enough
population, wealth, and self-confidence to support
a pack of cynical brats with implacable outsider
mentalities. But the storied land of yore that we all
heard about as children, the kingdom where
magical hillbilly giants in jackets of gold spin
sparkling petroleum discs from the dreams of
common people, that’s pure fancy. And yes, I’ve
heard all about the remote island off of I-40,
maintained in secrecy by the shadowy Gaylord
Group, where prehistoric life forms have been
preserved as sick amusements for the afflicted.
People have been passing that rural legend
around for years. But finally, “Nashville” signifies
nothing. It’s a will-o-the-wisp, a laughable fiction,
without
ballast,
more
hopeless
in
its
insubstantiality than a blastocyst, an unplace.
(To be continued)

“Are you going out soon?”
“No. I gotta inspire myself to get something
together for the fall, then I might go out a while. I
want to be ready. I don’t want to just sit in this
dumb town and write dumb songs for some dumb
singer not to cut. I don’t know. I should probably
make a record.”
“Hell yeah. Make a record.”
“Nobody’d put it out. What kind of record would I
make? Not a country record. It’d have to be
something really cool. It’s not worth it, just
to…make a record.”
Joy is a genuinely magnificent singer, in a town
full of magnificent singers. She’s got a wide,
earthy tone with a kind of West Coast stolidity,
like her mentor Linda Ronstadt. Her control and
pitch sound trained, and her chest range goes all
day, starting around mid-alto and ending at early
soprano. You might not think the qualities of
formal correctness and the Hoosier pedigree
would match up with hillbilly music, but Linda
Ronstadt sang some credible country, and
Indiana is, after all, as southern as the next place
– having spawned the Ku Klux Klan, it
conceivably even rates its own special category,
Beyond Southern. Joy thinks of herself and her
music as, if not Beyond Southern, at least Beyond
Nashville. She’s talking about how beyond,
driving down 17th Avenue south toward
Wedgewood.

☺

☺

☺

☺

From Pepsi Cola
To Stardust
It was the summer of 1957 and I was travelling
with my parents in a sit up and beg Ford Anglia.
We were heading towards Bournemouth for our
annual holiday when, somewhere on the A27
near Fareham, we stopped at a transport café.
The car was parked in a vast car park full of
puddles and oil residue, in amongst huge lorries
and motorbikes. I thought why on earth have we
stopped in a place like this but my stepfather was
used to these sorts of establishments. On
entering the odd looking, scruffy house in the
middle of the car park we walked across Marley
tiles that seemed to be covered with much of what
was underfoot outside the building and there was
a unique smell of bacon, tobacco and boiling
kettles. The customers sitting at the tables, a
mixture of tattooed lorry drivers and leather clad
bikers, gave us the once over and carried on
eating.

“If I make another record, it won’t be country,” she
says. “I was never country, not in that way. Or
Americana – those people are interested in
hearing this one thing. I’m not really a singersongwriter. I don’t know what I am. But not
Nashville.” You think: if this big-mouth blunt-puffin’
redhead chatterbox whipping around town in her
Arctic Refuge Despoiler, this honey-voiced Erin
Brockovich with her rickety old wood house full of
dogs and Martin guitars, this JOY LYNN WHITE
for Christ’s sake, isn’t Nashville, then what is?
And that’s the funny thing. No one is Nashville.
The weight of the evidence says there’s no such
place. Think hard: when have you met anyone
who was from Nashville – not lived in it, but
admitted being from it? You haven’t. Describe for
me that unique and unmistakable Nashville
Sound, as embodied in today’s exciting country
music. You can’t. Who, then, are all these white
people scurrying around with pressed jeans and
pocket
phones?
Behaviourally,
musically,
sartorially, they’re all from some other place. The
Row vermin, the ones keeping the radio
franchises stocked with imitation Eighties soft pop
and metal power ballads, are straight-up SoCal.
Or, to invert the line from the song “Rockabye”
about L.A. being “Nashville with a tan,” Music

However, this was a turning point in my life for, on
the walls, were big Pepsi Cola adverts with shortskirted ladies with little round caps on their heads
serving Pepsis in all sorts of positions. In the
corner was a large American style jukebox
playing at full volume; the sound coming from it
was stunning and every bone in my body was
vibrating to the beat. An enormous voice slowly
introduced itself to the main part of the record and
all of a sudden the café was filled with a big beat
version of Hoagy Carmichael’s ‘Stardust’. Nat
King Cole never sounded like this. My only
thoughts were what an amazing sound and I must
find out whom this is singing.
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several more hits Ward fired McPhatter, who then
went on to form the Drifters (but that’s another
story). Jackie Wilson was the replacement but the
hits dried up and there were frequent personnel
changes. Fortunes changed in 1956 when they
scored their second crossover hit with the Decca
release of ‘St Therese Of The Roses’. This
success resulted in a new record deal with Liberty
and Ward found yet another lead singer to
replace Jackie Wilson - his name was Eugene
Mumford and that was the voice I heard in the
transport café.

After collecting my tall bottle of Pepsi and jam
doughnut I shuffled through the grime over to the
jukebox and scrutinised the selections. There it
was, neatly typed in its little selection box – “Billy
Ward – Stardust b/w Lucinda”. My thoughts were
what a wonderful voice this chap has got. I was a
regular listener to Radio Luxembourg and AFN
but I’d never heard this recording before - it did
enter the charts in September of that year
reaching number 13 and stayed around for 11
weeks. In the following year I purchased the
London American EP ‘Billy Ward and the
Dominoes’ featuring both ‘Stardust’ and his other
big hit of the period ‘Deep Purple’ and I still have
it in my collection. But alas there was little info on
the record sleeve, only that it was recorded by
Liberty, Hollywood. There was a head only picture
of Billy Ward amongst some domino pieces on
the front cover and on the back it said Ward had
written the other two songs, ‘Lucinda’ and ‘Do It
Again’. It’s strange that the name Parish appears
alongside Carmichael on the ‘Stardust’ credits
and also alongside Rose on the ‘Deep Purple’
credits. Talented chap this Parish person!

The Liberty deal resulted in a new era for the
Dominoes – alongside Mumford were Milton
Merle, Clifford Givens, Milton Grayson and Ward
himself. Their first release, with Liberty’s own Viv
Schoen’s arrangement and Billy Ward’s
production, was the classic million seller
‘Stardust’. This was the highlight of the Dominoes
story as, after the initial success on the label, the
hits dried up again. However, they had left their
mark as one of the pioneer R&B groups of the
fifties.
In the year 2000 the USA label Varese
Sarabande Records issued, for the first time,
much of the Liberty material on the CD “Billy
Ward and his Dominoes – the Best of the Masters
1957 – 1959” (available from Bim Bam in the UK).
Now we can sit back and hear all of those great
Liberty recordings, many in stereo for the first
time. The CD is a mixed bag of styles and it is
obvious that Ward was experimenting for the
popular market. Given that not all of the tracks are
outstanding, the good ones make the purchase
very worthwhile. Eugene Mumford takes the lead
on 9 of the 19 tracks, Milton Merle takes four
leads and Ward three.

Over half the reverse side of the cover is devoted
to advertising two other London EPs, The Hi-Lo’s
“Under Glass” (yukk) and Dusty Rose’s “Country
Songs” (did he write ‘Deep Purple’?) So who was
Billy Ward? At that time I had no other information
except that there were two further London
American 45 releases, one of which was a cover
of the Jan and Arnie hit ‘Jennie Lee’ which
apparently uses the same backing track as its
competitor. I have since learned that two LPs
were issued in 1958, the first was on Parlophone
“Billy Ward and the Dominoes featuring Clyde
McPhatter” (10 inch LP £500+) and on London
“Yours And Forever” (12 inch LP £50).
Years later I learnt more about the man and that
he was not the voice on ‘Stardust’. So who was
the lead singer with Billy Ward and his
Dominoes?

‘Stardust’ starts the proceedings on this remastered stereo take - Eugene sings from the
right channel and after the 60-second intro we are
treated to the full works with that famous
thumping drum beat half way through. I wonder
what Hoagy Carmichael thought when he heard
this version, more royalties I suppose? Track 19
offers us an alternate take of this masterpiece
where the vocal is much more restrained and
relaxed but the backing is identical to the original.
Mumford gives us a reasonable ‘If You Please’
and Ward takes over with his self-penned calypso
styled ‘Lucinda’.

Billy Ward was born on September 19th 1921 in
Los Angeles. He came from a religious family and
played organ in the church and at the age of 14
won a nationwide talent contest with his
composition ‘Dejection’. After a spell in the army
in the early forties, where he took up boxing, he
left to become a sports journalist in New York.
The big breakthrough came when, as a vocal
coach using his own studio in Carnegie Hall, he
founded the Dominoes from the most talented
students. The original group consisted of lead
singer Clyde McPhatter, Charlie White, Joe
Lamont, Bill Brown with Billy Ward on piano and
doing the arrangements. Billy rarely sang but over
the years was the only constant group member.
Ralph Bass signed the group to King Records’
Federal subsidiary and their first R&B hit came in
1951 with ‘Do Something For Me’ followed by the
crossover hit ‘Sixty Minute Man’. In 1953, after

Track 4 features Eddie Herring on the 1959
recording of ‘Moonlight And Shadows’ as it
appears Mumford and Milt Grayson left the group
in 1957. Eugene returns next with the fantastic
‘Deep Purple’ and strangely this only appears in
mono but a brilliant sturdy rendition of ‘My
Proudest Possession’ in full stereo follows. Yet
another new lead in Prentice Moreland gives a
reasonable ‘Alone In The Crowd’ and some fairly
ordinary numbers follow but Eugene’s voice
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always sounds good, especially on the Platters
styled ‘Smoke Gets In Your Eyes’ but this is spoilt
by poor sound quality on this track. The cover
version of ‘Jennie Lee’ is also featured but I must
mention Milton Merle’s ‘There Is No Greater
Love’, appropriately on track 13, as it’s one of the
worst lead vocals I have ever heard; it’s truly
unbelievable.

While a judge and a jury decides our fate,
With a look of innocence you seem to make,
A case, open and shut, ooohhh.
You may get what you want, here today,
But you better make sure, that it will last always,
Because you will never find another FOOL like me,
ooohhh.
So unbelievable, how you could sit there with a straight
face.
Lie, lie, lie, lie, just like you had no shame.
But when you walk by me, like I'm not even there,
With your eyes turned away and your nose in the air,
After all that we've been through,
This is what I get in return from you.
The sacrifice that we both made, yeah,
Now you want it all for yourself now baby,
How can you be so cruel, after all that we've been
through?
With a courtroom deal, with your family and friends,
How you could sit there and pretend, I was a monster,
yeah, yeah, yeah.
Hey, I thought that we could remain friends,
But you went out, can't even be strangers again,
Because I don't know you, I just don't know you,
anymore...
And while a judge and a jury decides our fate,
With a look of innocence you seem to make,
A case open and shut.
You may get what you want here today,
But you had better make sure that it will last always,
Because you will never find another SUCKER like me,
ooohhh
So unbelievable, how you could sit there, with a straight
face, and
lie lie lie lie, like you had no shame.
But when you walk by me, like I'm not even there,
With your eyes turned away, and your nose in the air,
After all that we've been through.
This is what I get in return from you.
The sacrifice that we both made,
Now you want it all for yourself now baby,
How can you be so cruel, ooohhh,
After all that we've been through.
(fading out) ooohhh what perfect strangers.

The Dominoes first discs appeared in the UK
during 1951 when the Vogue 78 ‘Sixty Minute
Man’ (V9012) was released and 1952 saw ‘Have
Mercy Baby’ (V2135). The last 45 was ‘Please
Don’t Say No’ on London in 1959 (HLU883).
When the BBC played the top 100 tunes of the
20th century, much to my surprise and pleasure
‘Stardust’ was number one and whose version did
they play? Not Nat King Cole, not Mantovani but,
much to my amazement, it was Billy Ward and his
Dominoes.
In conclusion I feel that Billy Ward was a great
songwriter, arranger, singer and pianist and was
regarded as one of the important pioneers of R&B
vocal groups during the 1950s. The Dominoes
continued to tour throughout the sixties but their
recordings dried up and little was heard of Billy
Ward. From the last report received Billy now
lives quietly in L.A.
Martyn Harvey

☺

☺

☺

☺

SOUL
KITCHEN
Hello and welcome to the latest
hot pot from the kitchen.

A devastating piece of work.

CLICKS AND FLUFF: VINYL
SPOTLIGHT
(by request) - SAM DEES.
AFTER ALL (Sam Dees)
ALWAYS SOMETHING (Sam
Dees) - Pen Pad 1001

Sam Dees is one such soul artist that is not only a
prolific song-writer, with much classic soul
material behind him, but is also held in the highest
esteem as a true soul great, and in some soul
quarters even god, both as a recording artist and
performer. His own recordings never achieved
tremendous success but, along the way, he has
released some of the greatest and historical soul
music that all true believers should have in their
collection. During the seventies and eighties his
compositions would be scattered over all the best
album releases. He is also responsible for
possibly one of the greatest albums of all time,
more later.

It
doesn't
take
much
persuading to bring one of the
truly greats of soul music, Sam
Dees, to the pages of TFTW.
Prolonged instrumental opening
dominated by Ernie Watts’ pleasant
sax doesn't prepare you for Sam's
heart-rending examination of bitter
divorce, along with his emotional
vocals.
It seems the money means more to you than I do,
And material things is the only love in your life, yeah.
Because after sharing my love and wealth with you,
You’re not satisfied with anything I do,
You treat me like a free ride, a free ride.
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Love (Your Woman Or Your Wife)' and 'I've Come
Too Far With You', and many others by her on
Clintone Records.
Still trying to break through as a recognised
recording artist, so in 1972 Clintone Records was
formed, an off shoot of the publishing company,
resulting in two brilliant belters, 'I'm So Very
Glad'/'Claim Jumping' Clintone 010. Atlantic
picked up on this, leased it, re releasing it with a
different A side, the soul searing ballad (which
introduces us to his first recorded falsetto
whoops) 'Just
Out
Of
Reach'/'I'm So
Very
Glad'
2937,
Sam
finally achieved
a minor hit with
this
one.
Atlantic leased
another Dees’
Clintone
production, the
incredibly deep,
'So
Tied
Up'/'Signed
Miss
Heroin'
2991. It was the
flip,
a
masterpiece,
'Signed
Miss
Heroin'
that
caused some
controversy on
its release.

Sam Dees at the Jazz Cafe 1998. Dig the
SOUL HAT.
Sam Dees was born 17 December 1945 in
Birmingham, Alabama. His childhood followed the
usual soul singer’s path, singing at family
gatherings, talent contests etc. He formed a
group, Bossanovians, after winning a song
contest at the age of nine, mainly just for fun. In
his early teens he moved to New York, then
drifted, before returning to Alabama in the mid
sixties. He was 23 years old when he cut his first
recording, this being 1968, 'I Need You
Girl'/'Lonely For You Baby' SSS 732, recorded in
Nashville. The A side is not that great, but it's the
B side that shows the birth of what was to come
from Sam, a marvellous mid pace southern soul
floater. His next release in 1969, 'It's All Wrong
(It's All Right)'/'Don't Keep Me Hanging On' Lolo
2108, was far better, the A side being a horn lead
blistering deep ballad. 'Easier To Say Than
Do'/'Soul Sister' Lola 2306, followed, again two
corkers. 'Easier To Say' is without doubt a Sam
classic deepie. Sam's tortured vocals lead to new
levels of pain, he cries for help, he yelps, magic
stuff. 'Sister' is a typical sixties up-tempo call and
answer dancer.

Apparently
Sam based this
anti
heroin
message on a
letter in the form of a poem sent from an
anonymous drug addict to a local Birmingham
newspaper. Sam was moved by its content, so
with permission he put it to music, keeping the
addict’s name a secret, but does pay his share
from any money earned by the song. There's an
eerie feel to the whole track, with Sam's forceful
vocals bringing home the message. Sam tells it
like it is, certainly a chilling tale about the horrors
of drugs. The depths of the lyrics go much further
than say Marvin Gaye and Curtis Mayfield who
were putting down black awareness to poverty,
discrimination and of course drugs during the
early seventies.

In late 1969 Sam put his writing talent into his
own hands by forming, with Clinton Moon, the
Moonsong Publishing Company as an outlet for
his creative work. By the time of his next releases
in 1971 on Chess, he was performing the roles of
singer, writer and producer. 'Can You Be A One
Man Woman'/'Put You Back In Your Place' Chess
2109, 'Maryanna'/'Love Starvation' Chess 2122,
are all very different, 'Love Starvation' is a terrific
slowish gem. Around this time his name as a
writer was gaining much attention, constantly
writing material for other artists. I mean the guy
could knock out a classic on demand, such is his
gift. Any quality soul album had to have a Sam
Dees song on it, and there were some great
songs put to disc by Clarence Carter, John
Edwards, Frederick Knight, Jean Battle, C.L.Blast,
Z.Z.Hill and Tyrone Davis, to name but a few.
Also the great Bill Brandon, with whom he
collaborated on many projects, 'Tag Tag' and
'Special Occasion', to name two. Not forgetting
Sam's truly masterful productions on Rozetta
Johnson’s deep soul classics, 'Who You Gonna

'Worn Out Broken Heart'/'Come Back Strong'
Atlantic 3205, finally got Sam into the top 20 R&B
charts. The topside is yet another incredible
slayer, he wrings every last drop of emotion from
the miserable atmosphere he’s created. One of
my favourite 45s, of so many, 'The Show Must Go
On'/'Child Of The Streets' Atlantic 3243, was his
next release. The A side is such a soulful,
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beautifully laid back, almost sleepy ballad. The
flip, well, it’s one of those tracks that the more you
listen to it the more you discover, sophisticated,
and mind-boggling, "You say your brother won't
do himself no harm, but what's that he's sticking
in his arm, you say he's gonna be alright, but he
might O.D. before the end of night".

LIVE
Anybody who's seen Sam live, and I have three
times, will be of the same opinion, an awesome
experience that leaves you with a never to be
forgotten ultimate high. Or as David Carroll would
say, an emotionally draining experience.
Other Sam material...
GOSPEL TRIBUTE ALBUM
Pen
Pad
album
SECOND TO NONE
Kent CD
HERITAGE OF A BLACK MAN
Kent CD
THE HOMECOMINGS
Pen Pad EP
GET THE MESSAGE OUT
Ardent 45

The release in 1975 of the album, THE SHOW
MUST GO ON, Atlantic 18134, is probably one of
the finest ever soul albums of all time. Included
are all his brilliant Atlantic singles up until this
time, minus 'Signed Miss Heroin', considered too
heavy for inclusion. Three new tracks are
included, 'What's It Gonna Be', the brilliant floater
'Good Guys' and the superb lyrically deep
'Troubled Child'. "He never had time for toys,
surviving was hard enough for a boy, and the
hurting part is, no-one seems to care. A hard life
in the ghetto is an everyday affair, troubled child".
Every track on this album is a classic, but proved,
perhaps, too deep for mass sales, it is very
collectable.

CD OF THE MONTH
SOUL JEWELS Volume 2 I
WAKE UP CRYING Westside
913
Volume two continues where
one left off, with a host of more
brilliant soul tracks from Stan
Lewis's group of labels Jewel/Ronn/Paula/Soul
Power etc. All the ingredients needed are here for
a brilliant soul complication, hurt, cheating, gloom,
sadness, pain. The star of the show here is yet
another highly underrated treasure from the deep
soul world, from Baton Rouge, George Perkins,
who hit big in 1970 with the million seller 'Crying
In he Streets', a very morbid tale. All four of his
issued sides on Soul Power are included. 'When
You Try To Use A Good Man' is emotionally
devastating. His other three, particularly 'A Man In
Love' are quality ballads, verging on the deeper
side.

His next single release 1975 sees Sam sort of
moved to the disco floor, 'Fragile Handle With
Care'/'Save The Love At Any Cost' Atlantic 3287.
A duet with Betty Swann with the Billy Vera/Judy
Clay's old hit, 'Storybook Children' b/w 'Just As
Sure' Big Tree 16054. I have not heard this item,
but reviews are not glowing.
Our man next appears in 1978, recorded at the
Malaco studios, with a doubled sided gem, 'Say
Yeah'/'My World' New London 1003. Once again
two exceptional slow to mid-tempo dynamos.
“Hold your head up girl and don't you cry, ‘cos
everything is going to be better after a while, ‘cos
he won't be here to abuse you anymore", from
‘My World’. Whilst his own recording career was
taking a lull, he was scoring high from his magic
pen with hits by Loleatta Holloway 'Cry To Me',
Barbara Hall 'Drop Your Heart Off At The Door',
Denise LaSalle, 'Keep Your Pants On', and the
million seller 'One In A Million You’, by Larry
Graham. In 1986 he reappears on Scotland's
Move label with 'Survive'/Fly Angel Fly', not a very
exciting coupling. He formed his own label in
1988, Pen Pad Records, releasing as near
perfect a soul ballad as you're ever likely to hear,
'Just Wait Until I Get Home' b/w a duet with
Patricia Person, a real grower, 'I'll Be Loving You'
Pen Pad 1000. Then came 'After All'/'Always
Something' Pen Pad 1001. He released an album
in 1989 SECRET ADMIRERS Pen Pad 1002,
needless to say it's the work of a craftsman, with
the Sam quality stamp throughout the whole
album, even on the experimental rap track. There
is a brilliant un-issued track to be found on,
GOOD GUYS DON'T ALWAYS WIN, Kent CD,
called 'It's Over, Nobody Wins'. Perhaps a demo
for a vocal group, but how this could remain unissued is a mystery to me, absolutely brilliant.

Stanley Winston, half recited, incredible gospel
drenched 'No More Ghettos In America' is no
stranger, but always sounds fresh. The Patterson
Twins who make regular soul compilation
appearances, pop in with an un-issued corker,
'Good Thing', which has an amazing hook. The
ever-consistent Wallace Brothers shine on a sad
story about long grass! A long time favourite,
Clarence Carter's saucy 'What Was I Supposed
To Do', is worth the price of the CD alone. Ted
Taylor betters the Percy Sledge original 'Cover
Me'. New names to me, and great discoveries
are, the Bobby Bland sound alike Merle Spears
who impresses on, 'Ain't No Need', as does
Banny Price, on his wonderful gripping grower,
'There Goes The Girl', that will have you
humming. Cammille Bob and the Lollipops’ 'I
Wake Up Crying', is a funeral paced heart
wrencher. Try Tommy Ridgley's, 'I'm Asking For
Forgiveness', for quality tingling deep soul. So it
goes, the CD is packed with solid soul jewels,
every track offering something special, Soul
Jewels, yepp, you can say that again. Roll on
Volume 3.
RATING (out of 5) 4¼ Soulboys
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next two numbers, what an awful vocalist, 'When
Something Is Wrong With My Baby' and 'I Can’t
Turn You Loose', naturally soul Sam's on a
different planet. Thankfully female Sam's
dismissed.

By the time you receive TFTW. King's Serious
Soul Vol 2, COUNTING TEARDROPS, will be on
the streets. Now this should be a goody.
Rock’n’Roll meets Soul.
Lee Austin - TUTTI FRUTTI - US Polydor 14195
Lee 'the burner' Austin gets down with this revival
of Little Dick's classic. Remember Little Richards
version! Well forget it, because the Godfather
James Brown is the producer, and the J B's are
the backing musicians. Need I say more? A whole
hunk of funk, with the rhythm track never letting
up. You could say a real burner. One up to soul.

Following was what to me was the most
emotional moment of his performance, you could
hear a pin drop, as he drained the soul from
deep, ripping the flesh from the inside of his
throat, 'I've Been Loving You Too Long'. Phew, I
can tell you there was a tear in my beer. The
band burst into life again, launching into a stax
soul groove, 'Plenty Good Lovin', 'I Thank You',
'You Don't Know Like I Know', 'Soul Man',
'Mustang Sally', before our last emotional journey
of the evening, 'You're So Beautiful To Me', for
Valentines day. The whole cast join in the final
rousing, 'Gimme, Gimme Some Lovin', Hey, Hey,
gimme. Just under a two hour set in which Sam
displayed not only a lot of stamina for a 67 year
old, but versatility, whether on his Stax hits, or
those magical deep slow soul numbers, he had
so much soul inside him, and proved his voice
was as good, if not stronger then back in the
sixties. Come back soon. You can't really
describe soul, but you can feel it. So until next
time... keep on keeping on.

LIVE
SAM MOORE, Shepherds
Bush Empire, 13th February
It was a happy soul boy who left
the Empire clutching the
souvenir THE LOST SOLO
ALBUM CD, jumping straight
onto a 207 bus, humming, ‘Hold On I'm Coming’.
Sam Moore, sole surviving member of the
legendary duo Sam and Dave, was in London for
a one off concert to promote his new CD release,
PLENTY GOOD LOVING (The Lost Solo Album),
recorded in 1971, thought to be lost in a fire at
Atlantic records, but recently unearthed. Well I
can tell you, Kats and Kittens, this was some
night. He was preceded on stage by the eleven
piece backing band, made up of respected UK
stalwarts, plus three female backing singers. The
group opened the show with the traditional warm
up number, an instrumental version of, 'Hi Heel
Sneakers'. Sam came busting onto stage to the
strains of 'Hold On I'm Coming', and immediately
launched into it. No soul hat to report, but his
attire was quite interesting, a white tee shirt, with
a large red sequin heart. From here he went into
'Knock On Wood', than Homer Banks’ 'Ain't That
A Lotta Love'. A brilliant start, which had the very
mixed audience, a cross between people who
may have popped in on their way home from work
to ageing soulies like myself, right behind him
from the start.

Soulboy

☺

☺

☺

☺

The Funkster
It’s a rather wet Saturday afternoon, the
Funkster’s in his living room, he’s turned off the
TV, opened up a bottle of Mateus Rose and is
chilling out. I’m listening to ‘Roots Volume One’,
a Merle Haggard album that’s been available for a
couple of months or so. It’s a tribute to Lefty
Frizzell, Hank Williams and the other Hank, Hank
Thompson. I’ve loved old Merle for many a good
year and he’s always made consistently fine
albums (although perhaps an exception to the
rule is his ‘Farewell To Elvis’ album in 1977 – a
nice attempt but it didn’t really work). This new set
takes Merle back. He’s gathered some musician
friends and set up in his living room (yep folks,
you read it right) and just let the tapes run. Who
needs all these studios? Merle runs through such
toons as ‘Take These Chains From My Heart’,
‘Honky Tonkin’, ‘If You’ve Got The Money (I’ve
Got The Time)’ and ‘Always Late (With Your
Kisses)’. No overdubs, just Merle and his mates –
I’ll say it’s one of Merle’s best ever releases and if
you love good 50s country you’ll really enjoy this.

Sam was having a good time, so were we. He
slowed things right down for, 'I Can’t Stand Up
From Falling Down', the amount of soul he was
able to inject into this song was phenomenal, and
just proved what a brilliantly emotional soul singer
he is. Mel and Tim's 'Starting All Over Again', a
soulful clip clopping version of 'Tennessee Waltz',
Lee Dorsey's 'Get Out Of My Life Woman',
followed, before we were treated to another
outstanding slow soul offering, 'Part Time Love',
WOW, the soul from the man just oozed out of the
loud speakers. He ran through his Stax hits,, the
band somehow keeping up with him, 'Wrap It Up',
with guest Paul Carrack sharing the vocals on this
one, 'Soul Sister Brown Sugar', then 'Shop
Around'. Sam has a sense of humour as he
introduces us to Sam Brown, she duets on the
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recognise ‘Big Time Operator’ (had he ever heard
the Charlie Rich version I wondered). The
Animals (well, it’s the Animal and friends – John
Steel is the only original member remaining) ex
Titanic band member Johnny Guitar Williams
looking more like Jerry Garcia of the Grateful
Dead or a 70s David Crosby. The lead singer was
Pete something – I didn’t catch his name but I
thought it was Meatloaf. Despite all that they were
good and closed with ‘The House Of The Rising
Sun’. After a short interval Cliff Bennett strolled
out singing ‘Turn On Your Love Light’, a couple of
jokes and then ‘Standing On Shaky Ground’,
another Delbert McClinton song I think ‘Why Me’
and closing with ‘Got To Get You Into My Life’.
Old Georgie Fame looked fine seated behind his
Hammond organ and, with his two sons in the
band, they worked their way through ‘Yeah,
Yeah’, ‘Sitting In The Park’ and ‘Getaway’ before
the whole ensemble (Bennet/Animal/Zoot) came
back on for a rousing rendition of ‘Money’.

There’s another artist completely off the other end
of the spectrum. Diana Krall, a Canadian jazz
pianist who, by all accounts, has been in the
company of Clint Eastwood recently but don’t let
that deter you. Over the last few years she has
had no less than six albums released and her
current album ‘The Look Of Love’ is on Verve
and includes her unique renditions of ‘Cry Me A
River’, ‘I Remember You’ (yes, the old Frank Ifield
hit) and ‘Besame Mucho’ (which I recall a certain
Fab Four used to include in their set). Her 1996
Impulse album ‘All For You’ was a tribute to the
Nat King Cole Trio but this new album is a new
set of standards.
Oh, did you know that this month marks 50 years
of Sun records? The first 78 disc, ‘Drivin’ Slow’ by
Johnny London (Sun 175), was pressed on March
27th 1952. There were plans for a Sun 174 ‘Blues
In My Condition/Selling My Whiskey’ by Jackie
Boy and Little Walter but Sam had decided that it
wasn’t strong enough and cancelled the release.
Meanwhile, in Nashville, Faron Young was
readying to record his first sessions for Capitol
records, having already had a few toons out on
Philadelphia based Gotham. The first Capitol
release was ‘Have I Waited Too Long/Tattle Tale
Tears’. At one point a young girl was going out
with Faron Young – one Billie Jean Jones. Ms
Jones attracted the eye of a certain Hank
Williams and it wasn’t long before she and Hank
were hooked up together. Young claims that
Williams pulled a gun on him one night and, in no
uncertain terms, told Faron that “This little girl is
now with Hank”.

In the foyer there were t-shirts and the like for
sale – typically, the Animals’ CDs were all new
recordings so give ‘em a wide berth. Cliff didn’t
have his new ‘Soul Blast’ CD on sale – I
understand he isn’t happy with the mix. This was
a good three-hour bash which was well received
by the audience. I spotted a few familiar faces in
the crowd and quite a few youngsters as well.
They say you can’t keep a good song down (I
think you’ll find that’s “good man” – H) and the
surprise cover version of ‘Handbags And
Gladrags’ by the Stereophonics made me want to
dig out the Chris Farlow recording from 1965. I
hunted high and low in the old basement among
piles of dusty magazines (you know the sort,
pictures of young women in various stages of
undress- shocking stuff), old 45s, EPs, LPs (Pot
Luck, Elvis, Mrs Mills Plays Pop) – oh hello puss,
this is where you got to (he disappeared in 1975)
– and old black and white TV sets. I really must
have a clear out one of these days. Eventually
locating the disc I was looking for, it was good to
hear Chris’s version after so many years.

We’ve had a few deaths in February – country
singer Waylon Jennings who gave up his seat to
the Big Bopper on the ill-fated flight that killed J P
and Buddy Holly. Jennings was one of the first to
buck the system on recording sessions with RCA
by making a stand on not only what he recorded
but also on selecting the musicians he used,
upsetting a few people along the way, including
producer Chet Atkins. Actors John Thaw (Morse,
The Sweeney) and Barry Foster (best
remembered for his portrayal of Dutch detective
Van der Valk – he was in London’s West End in
the play Art when he died). On February 27th the
final member of the Goons, Spike Milligan, died
aged 83 – as the papers always say “Goon but
not forgotten”. I bet he, Peter Sellers, Harry
Secombe and Michael Bentine are causing grief
to the folk in heaven with their pranks and hi-jinx.
Here’s to you Spike.

Shock-horror time!
EMI are releasing an album of Cliff and the
Shads, Live at the Kingston ABC – March 1962. It
was thought that the tapes had been lost (mores
the bloody pity) but no, they were still logged in
the archive. Those heady days, though the ABC
Kingston doesn’t have the same ring as live at the
Talk Of The Town or live at the Royal Albert Hall
or even the Festival Hall. According to the blurb,
Cliff performs songs he never cut in the studio like
‘Razzle Dazzle – the mind boggles. What’s more,
if Miss Andrea Crouch is reading this, Cliff wants
to return the panties you threw at him from row 4,
seat 16. They’ve been washed and cleaned –
they were probably in a bit of a state after 40
years.

On the concert front, the Fairfield Halls, Croydon
held a British R&B night on Saturday 16th
February where a few old fogeys from the sixties
strutted their stuff. Zoot Money, The Animals, Cliff
Bennett and the Rebel Rousers and finally
Georgie Fame and the Blue Flames all for only
£16.00. I’m not up to speed on Zoot but I did
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Leading accordionist Flaco Jiminez born. Flaco
can be heard to great effect on the Mavericks’ ‘All
You Ever Do Is Bring Me Down’.

Lastly I hear Jerry Lee and cousins Jimmy
Swaggart and Mickey Gilley are performing at an
induction to the Delta Music Hall Of Fame on
March 2nd. Remember – be there or be square.
(Yeah, and as this didn’t arrive at T.F.T.W.
Towers until March 5th, what chance did they
have? – H)

Cuttin’ A Few Toons
7th March 1968
Bob Luman in Columbia recording studios,
Nashville laying down tracks for his first Epic
Album ‘Ain’t Got Time To Be Unhappy’ including
‘Memphis’ and a new recording of ‘Let’s Think
About Livin’.
8th March 1953
Rufus Thomas in Sun studios, Memphis recording
‘Bear Cat’ and ‘Walking In The Rain’.
9th/10th March 1970
jerry lee lewis in Mercury studios, Nashville
cutting ‘Reuben James’, ‘Sweet Georgia Brown’
and ‘Life Has It’s Little Ups And Downs’, all of
which appear on his ‘There Must Be More To
Love Than This’ album.
10th March 1946
Frank Sinatra in Columbia studios, New York
cutting ‘Home On The Range’.
10th March 1964
Roy Orbison in Nashville recording ‘It’s Over’ and
‘Indian Wedding’.
13th March 1952
Lloyd Price records his first session for Specialty
‘Lawdy Miss Clawdy’, ‘Mailman Blues’, ‘CheeKoo-Baby’ and ‘Oo-Ee Baby’.
16th March 1951
Hank Williams in Castle studios, Nashville
recording ‘Howlin’ At The Moon’, ‘Hey Good
Lookin’ and ‘I Can’t Help It’.
16th March 1954
Faron Young in Castle studios, Nashville
recording ‘If You Ain’t Livin’ You Ain’t Lovin’ and
‘I’ve Got Five Dollars And It’s Saturday Night’.
17th March 1954
Willie ‘Piano Red’ Perryman in RCA studio 1, New
York city recording ‘Big Rock From Kokomo’ and
‘I Ain’t Flattening Frogs For Snakes’.
23rd/24th March 1963
Dion in Columbia studios recording ‘Kickin’ Child’,
‘This Little Girl’ and ‘Flim Flam’.
26th March 1974
Carl Perkins in Mercury studios, Nashville
recording ‘Rise And Shine’ and ‘Sing My Song’
under the watchful eye of producer Jerry
Kennedy.
27th/28th March 1960
Brenda Lee at Bradley’s Barn, Nashville recording
‘I’m Sorry’, ‘That’s All You Gotta Do’, remakes of
‘Dynamite’, ‘Jambalaya’ and a first recording of ‘I
Want To Be Wanted’.
30th March 1955
Fats Domino in Master Recorders, Hollywood
recording ‘Blue Monday’ and ‘La La’.

1st March 1968
Johnny Cash marries June Carter in Franklin,
Kentucky. Merle Kilgore is best man.
3rd March 1960
Elvis Presley, on the way home after his stint in
the U.S. Army, touches down in Great Britain. His
plane lands briefly at Prestwick, Scotland. Presley
disembarks and stretches his legs for a few
minutes before the army plane resumes its
journey back to the U.S.
5th March 1940
Tommy Cash, younger brother of Johnny, born in
Dyess, Arkansas. He follows in his big brother’s
footsteps as a singer, for a while being signed to
Columbia at the same time as Johnny.
5th March 1963
A twin engine Comanche piloted by Randy
Hughes carrying singers Hawkshaw Hawkins,
Cowboy Copas and Patsy Cline crashes while
heading to Nashville after a benefit gig in Kansas
City, leaving no survivors. In Camden, Tennessee
a local farmer had spotted a plane in trouble and
a search party is sent out, including in their
number Carl Perkins and Roger Miller.
6th March 1905
Bob Wills, the King of Western Swing, is born in
Limestone, East Texas. Made his debut at the
age of ten deputising for his father who had been
“overdoing the grape”. Over a 44-year career he
recorded over 500 sides.
7th March 1944
Singer/songwriter Townes Van Zant born in Fort
Worth, Texas.
9th March 1937
Mickey Gilley, cousin of Jerry Lee Lewis, born in
Ferriday, Louisiana. Follows cousin Jerry into the
music business. Recorded a few sides for Sun,
none being issued at the time, and ended up
recording for numerous Huey Meaux labels in
Texas, including Paula, Astro etc. In 1974
Playboy Records pick up on a single of his,
‘Room Full Of Roses’, for major distribution. Had
a number of albums on Playboy, the label being
absorbed by Columbia/Epic and Gilley’s later
albums being issued on Epic.
10th March 1938
Cajun performer Johnnie Allen born in Rayne,
Louisiana. One of his most popular records was a
cover version of Chuck berry’s ‘Promised Land’. It
was a much played U.K. radio favourite and
almost dented the U.K. pop charts.
10th March 1963
An estimated 25,000 people lined the streets for
Patsy Cline’s funeral from her hometown of
Winchester, Virginia to her burial in Shenandoah.
11th March 1939

The Funkster
☺
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☺

☺

☺

I am not saying that Huelyn cannot identify his
audience, but he obviously saw in us an
appreciation of nursery rhymes. I guess it is a
cultural thing. I did spot some fans who obviously
were into Little Boy Blue, they wore blue caps and
this must have inspired Huelyn.

Mr Angry Has His Say
(The next in an occasional series)
Huelyn Duvall
The bad vibes started after I paid my £8 at the
door and was advised by the promoter that my
appearance had now put the evening's takings
into profit by £5. He then volunteered that the
previous night at Camden had scaled 1 out of 10
on the rockometer! However It was great to see
the hub of the TFTW contributors in attendance,
and the clubhouse itself was a mirror image of the
hundreds of such establishments which littered
the Rock’n’Roll chittling circuit back in the '50s, a
thumbs up here.

Since he had been singing off key most of the
night, (come back Pat Cupp all is forgiven), Boy
Blue could have been a 5 minutes respite.
Unfortunately no, this
moronic tuneless
monologue was so gushing in sincerity that Boy
Blue could have been a distant relation, and even
this was offered so off key that the blue-capped
fans were even clapping off key! This was so
absolutely awful I was deeply embarrassed for
the reviewers who will be compelled to find
glimpses of talent to save their editorial bacon
(and still get the free records). Our editor gave 2
out of 10 on the rockometer but I actually give 5+
for at least being a little animated for most of the
night and giving a credible version of ‘Go Go Go’.

I do not intend to do a review of Huelyn's overall
performance, save that I must comment on what
is possibly the worst rendition of any one single
"ditty" I have heard by a Rock’n’Roll performer on
stage in my life.

To finish with, unbelievably and out of character I
bought Huelyn's latest CD for a bargain £8 with
autographed photo. Has anybody played this load
of twaddle and gone beyond the 2nd track? It is
worse than the "live" performance at the Blue
Circle, and that is saying something!!

I am not a great lover of nursery rhymes (unlike
Bill Haley), and although one or two have
successfully been bopped up on record, I am
suspicious of any such titles. Perhaps somebody
may wish to provide a list of rocking nursery
rhyme titles and explain what the lyrics are all
about, could be interesting. For instance I assume
Humpty Dumpty was a C15 leprosy inmate. He
attempted to escape over the wall, fell, and
various bits of his body fell off. The King's men
probably never tried to get near the unfortunate
shell, and therefore sent their horses in as one
would, in an attempt to reconfigure Humpty's
profile. How would you feel wakening up after
some hospital surgery to find a grinning nag in
white coat apologising that he had failed in an
attempt to reposition your vital bits? Very strange.

Cheers,
Ken
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Little Boy Blue apparently blew up his horn. I can
cope with this. Obviously a poor, tone deaf, and
partially sighted country yokel, who either failed to
distinguish between a cow and a sheep, or a field
of corn and an empty meadow. However, what
the author of this rhyme was actually telling Boy
Blue was that Louis Armstrong you ain't, and you
may as well get that goddam horn, 2 sticks of
dynamite and blow that flugel up. The idiotic boy
could not even do that right, since by mis-hearing
and sticking his north and south in the wide bit of
the instrument and blowing up it obviously
created the animated confusion we are aware of.
Of course if Boy Blue had had a banjo and looked
after chickens in the hills of Tennessee in circa
'56, he probably would have had a hit single in the
local town and, being re-discovered 46 years
later, given a performance at the Blue Circle Club,
Beckenham - which brings us nicely back to
Huelyn.

Pepsi Cola – Martyn Harvey
Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade
CD Reviews – Brian Clark
Dr Dale Tribute - Dr Charles Dale
My Day – Robbie Fulks
The Funkster – The Funkster
Jazz Junction – Dave Carroll
Mr Angry – Ken Major
March Madness – Lee Wilkinson
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Nowt So Queer – Neil Foster
Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Joliffe
I.T. Consultant - ‘H’
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If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
care of Keith Woods
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to
TFTW@cs.com
or
matonh.railtrack@ems.rail.co.uk

Remember - you’re only
young twice
Keith Woods
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